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President's Message
Message

Hearty congratulations to the Indian Culinary Forum on the occasion of the
16th Chef Awards and the Chef fraternity for their wholehearted participation.
This occasion, held annually, is an opportunity to honour colleagues who
have excelled in their respective fields of specialization and incentivise
participation by others. It is also a platform to exchange ideas and strategies
plans for the future.
You all have a great future ahead. The F & B industry is growing at a good rate
and there are many more opportunities that have opened up for you all. The
Government of India has also given incentives to start up new ventures. So
you should avail of these opportunities.

Anil Bhandari
Chairman
Organizing Committee,
Chef Awards & Chairman,
AB Smart Concepts

The Chef Summit, being held for the seventh consecutive year, has
established its importance by extending its reach in other inter-related
spheres of our industry with the fraternity participating in sharing knowledge
and exchanging ideas, besides projecting a learning experience for studentchefs attending to Summit.
It is important for Chefs to enhance educational standards, give significance
to the nutritional aspects of food, create dishes for detoxification, conduct
research on lesser known ingredients and innovation of cuisines, especially
protein-rich dishes. Encouragement of research and development will go a
long way in promoting the qualities of healthy and nutritious cuisine.
We should aim to encourage and motivate young talent through training
and by building up a competitive spirit, encourage both men and women to
consider a career with the ever-expanding Hospitality industry, and enhance
the culinary prestige of India internationally.
I take this occasion to thank stake-holders, sponsors, partners and
representatives who showcase their products at the event, to continue
supporting the objectives of the Indian Culinary Forum. This exclusive
non-profit-making organization will continue to strengthen this platform to
promote the community of Chefs in India.
Wishing you all the Very Best and a Happy Diwali.
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President's Message

Dear Chefs,
Greetings and good wishes on the occasion of International Chefs Day!
I am happy to inform you all that with an eye on sustainable future and
education, Indian Culinary Forum has taken numerous steps to bridge the gap
and conducted numerous educational programs and events. Our recent Master
Class on the sidelines of International Hospitality Expo was well appreciated
by people from across the hospitality segment. In its 7th edition, the Chef
Summit has become a melting pot of ideas and a knowledge-sharing platform
for deliberating emerging and new trends. Culinary Art India, on the sidelines of
AAHAR, has become a platform which every chef wants to be associated with.

Davinder Kumar
President - ICF &
Vice President - Food Production,
Le Meridien New Delhi

Keeping an eye on education and skill development, this issue of Incredible
Chef has its focus on Culinary Education – The Way Forward.
Ours is a profession of back-breaking work, at most times under tremendous
pressure. However, if there is passion and zeal, one can achieve anything that

C

they aspire for. The talent, which needs to be continuously honed, combined

M

with the capacity to work beyond your strength, is the perfect formula to achieve

Y

success. Keep in mind that the key factors determining your success are based

CM

on the four pillars of P – Passion, Perseverance, Patience and Positive attitude.

MY

The journey of learning can never be complete and as you continue to explore

CY

and learn more, you will realize that there always remains a vacuum which can

CMY

be filled by your hunger for knowledge and passion to grow. Over the years, I

K

have learned that knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice. I urge
you all to learn more and implement what you learn.
For a sustainable future, it is important to practise what we learn and ensure

India's Biggest Hospitality and F&B Show
now all set to become Asia's Largest
We thank our exhibitors and visitors for the support extended in creating
the Hospitality and F&B Show India had been waiting for.

that we minimize wastage and make maximum use of seasonal products.
Kitchens must adapt the cooking method and technology which provide healthy
and nutritional cuisine. Food wastage has to be tackled well and we need to
ensure that nothing that can be utilised should get filled in the dump. According
to a recent report, India ranks very low on the Global Hunger Index. If we all
come together and take a pledge that we would not let any food go waste, I
believe that we can make a huge change to this scenario and ensure that no
one stays hungry.
Together we can make a difference!
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From the Desk of
Editorial Director

Dear Friends,
It is really unfortunate to have learnt about the loss of a promising chef, a
wonderful individual and a great friend to many of us – Chef Rajesh Variyath. We
pray to the almighty that his soul rests in peace. The untimely loss of a fellow
chef and the situation that the family of the deceased can be facing makes me
think that as a community, it is time to do something concrete. For unexpected/
emergency situations like these, when one does not know what to do next, there
is a need to create a corpus fund which would be utilised to take care of the
family of the deceased, in situations of critical illness/death. A unified insurance
policy, providing special financial benefits for cases like these, perhaps is the
need of the hour for our community of chefs. Comprehensive health and term

Vivek Saggar
Editorial Director
Incredible Chef
General Secretary, ICF &
Head - Skill Competition and Industry
Connect, Tourism and Hospitality
Skill Council
indianculinaryforum@gmail.com

insurance plans for members of the community of chefs would be beneficial to
all in the long run.
While I have a rough sketch in mind, as to how we can take this forward, I would
like to invite you all to share your thoughts on the same with me so as to arrive
at the way forward – the amount of policy, medical or term insurance and the
way in which member’s payment towards premium could be ensured. ICF can
take a group policy for all its members for which the members would need to
bear a small amount of annual premium, which could result in great benefit.
It would require a lot of dedicated, determined hard word, but once created, it
would be perhaps as beneficial as any government policy, if not more.
Since the focus of this issue of Incredible Chef is Education, it is only apt that we
talk about the future initiative of ICF to set up a separate fund for taking care of
cost incurred by chefs for participation in competitions abroad. This will give a
lot of boost to people who have not come ahead, due to paucity of funds.
There can’t be a better way to roll into the season of festivities than by celebrating
International Chefs Day amongst friends from our own community. As has been
seen over the past 15 years, this 16th edition of the Annual Chef Awards has
been made special by enthusiastic participation from chefs. It is believed that
every wheel needs to be reinvented with time. Keeping the changing scenario in
mind, we would like to invite suggestions on the ways in which we can revamp
the awards to make it more national in nature. I would like to thank all our
partners and sponsors for their continued support and wish success to all the
participants.
With compliments and good wishes!
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Have a wonderful season of festivities!
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Need Of The Hour To
Inculcate New Techniques
Aim should be to make students efficient,
confident and enthusiastic about their career
With the government having its own

Presenting 130 years of

chain of hotel management colleges

Aromatic Excellence

(Institute of Hotel Management and
Catering Technology) and more private
institutions popping up every year, it is
quite assuring to say that this industry
is booming.
By Chef Indranil Chowdhury

A lot of these Indian hospitality
institutions are following a similar

creativity through experiments; learn

ospitality Management has

kind of curriculum with their core

more from the mistakes they make;

become one of the most

subjects being - Food Production,

and get inspired by the world's best

booming

Front

H

career

choices

Beverage

chefs and restaurants. So it is a great

for centennials. With the industry

Service

Office,

Housekeeping. These

responsibility for the institutes to make

growing at a rapid pace, more and

are often accompanied by a few

sure these fresh minds follow the right

more conglomerates are broadening

allied subjects like Human Resource

direction and be ready for whatever

their businesses by stepping foot into

Management, Sales and Marketing,

challenges their workspace throws

this specific industry. The increasing

Hotel

Accounts,

at them. Few steps are necessary

number of Culinary Schools and Hotel

Communication and sometimes even

for these institutes to inculcate into

Management Colleges has made it

a foreign language. The most common

their curriculum to make the students

quite accessible for any human being

department young students fall in

efficient, confident and enthusiastic

to get enrolled and choose hospitality

love with is food production/ kitchen/

about their career:

as their career. Moreover in India the

culinary education. It is definitely the

Unmask the reality – A lot of these

opportunities are at an all-time high.

one where one can showcase their

students join such courses and choose

and

Food

and

Engineering,

www.bonheursyrup.com
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hospitality as their career by getting

gastronomy, deconstruction of food,

Focus on Practical Examples –

inspired by television shows and

food presentation and professional

80% of Culinary Education is all about

seeing international chefs. There is a

kitchen management are often left

practice. Bookish knowledge is vital

perfect work order and balance during

out - therefore the students do not

during the starting period with books

a service. Efficient communication,

really have the ability to expand their

such as Larousse, The Professional

hard work, creative decision making

knowledge and interests into the

chef, Le Cordon Blue, etc forming

and eye for details are the features that

culinary world.

the pillars of cookery, but practical

make a kitchen brigade successful.
Gordon

Ramsay,

David

Back To Basics – A versatile

knowledge

is

crucial.

Practical

Chang,

culinary student must have a good

knowledge opens a student's eyes

Massimo Boturra, Gaggan Anand,

grasp of the modern techniques

to modern trends and techniques.

Nigella Lawson, Jamie Oliver, and

while still having a very strong basic

Having hands-on practical classes,

many other world-renowned chefs

knowledge. Without knowing how

internships/training makes the student

may be enjoying loads of fame and

to make a proper bechamél sauce or

industry ready and always prepared

fortune but the harsh reality is that

makhni gravy while concentrating on

during the times of crisis and rush

even they were once at such a stage.

molecular gastronomy is of no use

hours. This builds a good work ethic

There is no shortcut to success other

and leads nowhere. The key to a good

amongst them and they are ready to

than hard work, long duty hours, etc.

culinary educated individual literally

take on any challenge.

Every aspiring chef must keep this

is that the person has the basics at

in mind while working towards their

their fingertips.

Thus,

Culinary

Education

is

at the forefront of the Hospitality

Diversify – A good curriculum

Industry and it is high time the Indian

–

must allow the students to venture

Institutes adopt such techniques to

The culinary industry is constantly

into the unknown, make mistakes

create smarter, efficient and industry-

changing and the archaic teaching

and diversify their knowledge. It is of

ready candidates. A well-groomed

methods

The

no use by sticking to one particular

individual must not only meet the

goals.
Bring

in

don't

new

do

concepts

justice.

and

cuisine. A good culinary student must

standards of the industry but also

creating clueless labor force against

learn how to combine techniques,

exceed it and elevate the standards

stimulating the brain and working

recipes,

and

of the establishment. This must be

towards achieving excellence. It is

ingredients to create a more efficient

the goal for all Hotel Management

required for every student to have a

way of cooking. To succeed in the

Colleges and Culinary Institutes.

stronghold of the basics. The industry

culinary department of the hotel

demands smart and future proof

industry one must be well versed in

employees. Topics

all cuisines and techniques.

cliched

ways

of

working

like

molecular

flavor

composition

(The author is Assistant Professor at
Amity School of Hospitality in Kolkata)
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Expert View

Manpower

Development

By Anil Bhandari

exposure and changing food habits,

Bachelor and Master Degree. Education

especially by the millennial generation,

levels

as per the NRAI 2019 report.

much progress from when culinary

IHMs

have

not

made

The organised segment has a 35

education was started 25-30 years ago

per cent share of the total market and

when standards were high as IHMs

contributed Rs 1.8 lakh crore by way

were attached for short durations to

of taxes in 2018-19. The unorganised

foreign Institutes. Fulfillment of world-

sector’s share is expected to fall to 57

class manpower is possible if there is

per cent in 2022-23 from the present 65

increase in the number of high-quality

per cent.

Institutes operated in public-private

In

H

at

terms

of

employment,

the

participation (PPP) mode.

uman resource is a capital

organised sector provided jobs to 3.7

which every country would

million people, or 51 per cent of the

of all the current institutes, as also

Disinvestment

and

privatization

like to possess as it leads

total in 2018-19, the unorganised sector

of the two ICIs at Tirupati and Noida

to better productivity. India is the

employed 3.6 million or 49 per cent of

Delhi would remove infrastructural

youngest country in terms of human

the total workforce of 7.3 million and

constraints, encourage a favorable

capital development as over 62 per

is estimated to grow to 9.2 million in

policy

cent of its population is in the working

2022-23.

of

technology.

This

in

improvement

of

age group from 15 to 59 years, and

Foreign

tourist

arrivals

to

and

make

effective

use

would

help

standards

of

over 54 per cent below 25 years of age.

India were 10.56 million in 2018.

education,

During the next 20 years the labour

The country’s third largest foreign

equipment

force in the industrialized world is

exchange earner, tourism is a major

techniques as well as research facilities

expected to decline by 4 per cent while

source of foreign exchange and an

thereby leading to professional-level

it will increase by 32 per cent in India.

employment-intensive sector as for

manpower and help promote better
hospitality services.

provide
and

latest

state-of-theeducational

Training youth in various skills

every Rs. 1 million of investment 78

would make them more productive.

jobs are created in the Tourism sector,

In the Food & Beverage industry,

45 in the Agriculture and 18 jobs in the

lower

a

Manufacturing sector.

improve the focus of students and

well-groomed

cheerful

personality,

appearance

communication

and

skills

effective

are

Opening

new

Institutes

overcrowding

of

would
classes,

Additional trained manpower will

decrease the workload of the faculty.

basic

be required to meet the government’s

Free of red-tapism, payment to the

essentials for success. During training,

anticipated target of 20 million foreign

academia would improve. All these

the other practical skills the trainee

tourist arrivals by 2020. There is need

factors would combine in raising the

is made familiar with are polished to

to encourage capacity building and

quality of culinary education to world-

perfection depending on his creativity

improvement of skill sets through

class standards.

and enthusiasm to learn.

increase in the number of Hotel

The

existing

academia-industry

India’s F & B service industry’s

Management and Catering Institutes

gap needs to be bridged with students

market size was Rs. 4.23 lakh crore in

from the present 42 Institutes of Hotel

being taught the industry’s norms

2018-19 and is expected to reach Rs.

Management (IHMs), five Food Craft

and the industry, in turn, to make

5.99 lakh crore by 2022-23. The 11 per

Institutes (FCIs) as well as two Indian

campus visits to orient and motivate

cent growth in the last three years is

Culinary Institutes (ICIs).

the

a result of an improved investment
climate,
higher

increase
spending

in

urbanization,

capacity,
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global

These institutes offer programmes
leading
Diploma,

to

award

of

Post-Graduate

Certificate,
Diploma,

younger

generation

in

their

career options. Greater inter-action
is necessary between the industry,
academia and students.

Expert View

Advances in technology and new

operations, Bakery and preparation

hotel systems are bringing new trends.

of Indian Sweets is 150 hours for each

Training in Traditional Arts/Crafts for

International brands are introducing

course. Actually, a minimum of 1,000

Development (USTTAD) scheme was

different F & B operations and a new

hours is needed for quality training

launched by the Union Ministry of

protocol-based system. The teacher’s

in these skills. The result of poor

Minority Affairs in 2015. The scheme

role is to make the students understand

training is that the youth continue to

aims at preserving and promoting

the operational developments and

be unemployed thereby defeating

the rich heritage and traditional arts

emerging protocols.

the objective and financial loss to the

and crafts including cuisines of the

government.

minority communities. This scheme

Trained chefs can choose a career

The

Upgrading

the

Skills

&

in the hotel, hospitality and allied

is laudable as the country’s rich,

industry. There are other options such

traditional cuisines deserve to be

as opening a speciality restaurant,

revived and preserved.

becoming an entrepreneur or even
becoming a celebrity chef with a
display

of

his/her

creativity

and

innovative recipes. Unlimited career
opportunities

are

in

institutional

catering such as the Airlines, Railways,
Cruise

liners,

Defence

services,

religious places, NGOs, hospitals, etc.
The tourism industry is a major
generator of employment for both
trained

and

government,

skilled
in

youth.

The

consideration

of

this potential, launched the Hunar
se Rozgar Tak initiative in 2009-10 to
provide career opportunities to low
and semi-skilled youth, both for men
and especially women as they make

The existing academiaindustry gap needs
to be bridged with
students being taught
the industry’s norms and
the industry, in turn, to
make campus visits to
orient and motivate the
younger generation in
their career options.
Greater inter-action is
necessary between the
industry, academia and
students.

I suggest that the government
raise the standards of India’s culinary
education levels, work on the PPP
mode

and

create

new

Culinary

Institutes, giving their management
and operation to the private sector
on lease while keeping its role as a
regulator and facilitator.
The government will benefit with
high returns on investment and this
source of income could be recycled
to create more Culinary Institutes and
be used to further the cause of India’s
culinary development.
(Anil Bhandari CHA is Chairman, AB
Smart Concepts and Chairman, Organising

up 70 per cent of employees in the

Committee for the Chef Awards, Indian

industry.

Culinary Forum)

The

objective

of

the

Hunar

initiative was to create employable
skills amongst youth and to bring the
unorganized segment into the fold of
the organised segment. The trades
taught are Food Production and F &
B Service, Bakery & Patisserie and the
time allotted for each programme is
6-8 weeks whereas a minimum of 6
months would be appropriate to attain
proficiency. So the Hunar training is a
wasted effort for the Institutes selected
by Union and State Governments as
well as the youth.
The Ministry of Tourism should reconsider the training matrix provided
for trade training. The duration of the
Entrepreneurship training programme
to

produce

operating

chefs

Tandoori

specializing
cuisine,
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Expert View

Indian Culinary Education

Boon or Bane
I

n this day and age of specialization,
clear distinctions must be made
between what entails Travel &

Tourism as against Hotel Management.
While both are intertwined into the
larger phenomenon that is Tourism,
Hotel

Management

education

followed by Kitchen and accounts for

distinctly peruses a different stream

close to 70 per cent of all employment.

of knowhow and skill when compared

Managerial staff account for only

to

16 per cent of employee strength

education

required

Management.

Although

can

in key function of both hotels and

certainly find a job in the tourism and

restaurants. In India it is estimated that

hospitality sector without a degree,

total employment is likely to increase

advancement into management and

to 76 lakhs by March 2022.

customer

By Narinder Singh Bhuie

for Travel

requirement,

one

now

has

and

due

to

necessitated requirement of at least

glamorisation of the profession, with

a good bachelor's degree. The good

vast media coverage, more and more

news for those considering college

youth are looking at becoming chefs.

programs is that there are a number of

Greater interest and awareness about

hospitality institutes in the country and

foods of India as well as global cuisine

globally, that offer on campus fulltime

is drawing them into acquiring formal

courses. New trends include online

education from Culinary Institutes. But

courses in specialised areas but face

is culinary education a must to enter

drawback for their inability to provide

the profession; a question often asked.

hands on skill.

Well, frankly, in the west they train

Within

the

specific

of

you on the job and lot of aspirants

hospitality, further career paths are

follow that path from a young age.

available to individuals based on their

Also, because Culinary Institutes are

interest like Food & Beverage Service,

prohibitively expensive and not all

Food Production and Accommodation

can afford them. But in India, like for

Management. All three are distinct

all other careers, a formal education is

departments

requiring

the trend, which is greatly influenced

specific skill sets aimed at becoming

by traditional parents and family. Both

Waiters or Stewards in restaurants;

approaches are important, but I believe

cooks

and

theory or a formal education needs to

executives in front office or rooms

come first as a building block. If you

division, respectively.

don't understand why eggs are added

or

in

a

chefs

hotel

area

in

kitchens

However, a recent home market
survey

report

that

need to be hydrated and dispersed, it
will become very difficult for you to

after

address potential flaws or adopt new

passing

has
the

indicated

to baked goods or how hydrocolloids

maximum employment of students
degree/diploma

courses is in restaurants and eating
outlets where F&B Service is closely
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Resultantly,

techniques.
As we delve deeper into the subject,

Expert View

Culinary Education in India is at its
nascent stage. While you may put the
best, state of the art infrastructure in an

A recent home market
survey report has
indicated that maximum
employment of students
after passing the
degree/diploma courses
is in restaurants and
eating outlets where
F&B Service is closely
followed by Kitchen
and accounts for close
to 70 per cent of all
employment.

institute, it is the teaching capabilities
of its faculty that will ultimately bring
you accolades. It really is left to the
software (curriculum and teaching
methodology) that will bring a buzz in
a culinary institute and draw public and
industry attention. So where should
one go to find the right faculty? Well,
what you need in a culinary faculty are
traits that may comprise a judicious
mix of formal education, industry
experience,

teaching

skill

and

a

personality that can relate to the young
minds. Not an easy task this. There are
Food Production faculty available at
existing institutes that can be drawn,
including several industry luminaries
who are willing to share their skill and
experiences with institutes of such
nature. Hence, a blended approach

generating

would be more appropriate, where the

implemented,

core faculty team runs the curriculum

and long term goals. Sustainability

Industrial Exposure will induce interest

with

programs for such institutions are a

and create confidence in the young

must if any meaningful impact has to

trainees. Today, importance of media

be made. Greater industry interface

liaison cannot be undermined and its

including conduct of national and

utility must be recognised.

professional

industry

chefs

invited as guest demonstrators.
All this would require good sound
governance

and

sharp

revenue

ideas

which

having

must

short

be

term

international food events would be
required.

Meaningful,

structured

As India strives for faster growth
and occupies a significant role in global

About Author

order, such active decisive measures

Narinder Singh Bhuie is an alumnus of Institute of Hotel Management,

and involvement of personnel who

Pusa, Delhi and in his last assignment was working as Director of Studies

‘think on their feet’ will help narrow

with the National Council for Hotel Management an apex body under the

gaps between the culinary institutes

Ministry of Tourism, to overview all academic activity at affiliated institutes

and the hospitality industry. On course

across India. He has been honoured by the Ministry of Tourism for his

completion, students must be able to

relentless service in the promotion of hospitality education in the country.

meet expectations of the professionals

He has prepared, formalised all rules and regulations; conducted,

from the industry. Culinary graduates

prepared and declared results for nearly 10 different hospitality courses at

will,

graduate, diploma and craft levels across over 60 affiliated institutes. He

pick up fine strategies and problem

has been instrumental in developing infrastructure norms and standards

solving traits. For long term success

for institutes, including for labs, classrooms, hostel and campus. He has

here in India, with regards to culinary

prepared and upgraded syllabus for graduate and short courses through

education, the right beginning has

continuous dialogue with industry and academia. He has played an

been made, both in the public and

instrumental role in up-gradation of NCHM diploma to degree courses

private sectors and it is not too far

through a tie-up with IGNOU. During his careers so far, he has co-authored

when we will savour the fruits of

over 16 books for CBSE for their hospitality courses at +2 level and trained

our endeavours lead by the young

their teachers. Currently, he is a member of the Technical Committee for the

hospitality professionals.

establishment of Indian Culinary Institute at Tirupati and Noida.
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through

industry

mentoring
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IN FOCUS

Indian Team Creates History At
WorldSkills Kazan 2019

I

ndian team created history at the

India, with a strong 48-member

our country to compete with, and learn

in Kazan (Russia), winning one

contingent, was among 63 countries

from, their peers across the globe.

gold, one silver and two bronze medals

participating in the world's biggest

Such initiatives also help us benchmark

in the country's best performance

international

skill

our skills to international standards

since it first participated at the event in

competition,

Kazan

and will improve the overall quality of

2007. Apart from the above-mentioned

2019. Contestants from India who

vocational training in India. It is a proud

winners, team India members also

represented the country at the global

feeling to witness the passion, effort

won 15 medals of excellence at the

stage made it at WorldSkills Kazan

and dedication with which these young

event in various skill competitions

2019

selection

competitors prepared and excelled at

and secured 13th spot amongst 63

procedure where they went through a

the WorldSkills. I congratulate each one

participating countries.

series of skill competitions conducted

of them for their journey so far and wish

at different levels in India.

them the very best for all their future

In 2017, the Indian team had won one
of

Q

Team India has made its

were

a

Skill

gruelling

Development

Entrepreneurship

Minister

&

endeavours. I believe they will inspire

Dr

future competitors and all those who

announced at a glittering ceremony at

Mahendra Nath Pandey said, “Through

aspire to excel in their careers through

the 45th WorldSkills competition here

WorldSkills Competition, we aim to

vocational training.”

Q What specific steps are being

against other competitors. Similarly,

National

undertaken to reach the goal of

they see the best practices adopted

Labour Market Information System,

seeing increased medal tally at

by other competitors. Their confidence

Accreditation

such events worldwide?

level also goes up as now they know

vocational

RB: We will need to work with

how to plan, time management and

of Trainers and facilitation of learner,

competitors and their trainers on the

how to deal with mystery ingredients.

assessments and certifications.

Occupational
of

Standards,

training

institutions,

partners/

Certification

mark at the recently concluded

Competitor – Faruk Ahmed

• Raising level of technical skills

competitors for not only overseas

Q With many years of exposure

WorldSkills event in Kazan.

Expert – Chef Avin Thaliath

• Enhancing employability skills

training module wise but also for

to the hospitality industry, you

Your thoughts, please.

Confectionery & Patisserie

• Time management and prioritization

competing at competitions like UK

bring in a huge volume of hands-

Competitor – Saurabh Baghel

• Physical fitness

Skills, Global Skill challenge, Russia

on experience. What specific areas

Expert – Vinesh Johny

• Networking and communication skills

Skills just to name a few.

are you focusing on to upgrade the

at

Team

Bahadur:
WorldSkills

India

We

have

been

sending

our

skilling mechanism? Any specific

• Commitment and responsibility

International
Q Performance of competitors

• Resilience

Q THSC has been working towards

actions which were taken by you

winning one Gold, One Silver

at

such

• Problem-solving skills

creating a skilled workforce for the

that you would like to share?

and Two Bronze Medals plus 15

is

a

• Working to specific standard

tourism and hospitality segment.

RB: It will remain our endeavour

Medallions of Excellence.

preparation

competition

–

Kazan

2019

by

Two “Medallion of excellence”
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winners

WorldSkills

following steps:

returned with best performance

CEO, Tourism & Hospitality
Skill Council

excellence. The

after

vocational

Bakery

Rajan

Rajan Bahadur

provide opportunities to the youth in

45th WorldSkills competition held

silver, one bronze and nine medallions

“We need to setup infrastructure for all the
skills which is as per WorldSkills standards”

in the capital of Tatarstan.

done.

international

direct

outcome
that

Which

events
of

the

they

have

Once these are in place, it will

What are the achievements and

to continue to work towards our

the

areas

dramatically boost skills, confidence

future plans?

vision “To create robust industry

and performance at competitions.

RB: In last 5 years as THSC we have

aligned eco system by promoting

been able to make inroads and have

tourism and hospitality sector skill

are

were won by Hospitality Skills

where you feel there can be an

namely Bakery and Confectionery

improvement?

& Patisserie. Both the competitors

RB: There

Would participation at other

created many success stories. We

development, benefiting millions in

and experts are from Lavonne

improvement as nobody is perfect.

national and international events

at THSC created a robust industry

India to get respectable employment

Academy of Baking Science and

We need to setup infrastructure

give the contestants the much-

aligned

promoting

opportunities for serving customers

Pastry Arts, Bengaluru.

for all the skills which is as per

needed exposure before going into

Hospitality and Tourism sector skill

and other stake holders.” We shall

India stood 13th out of 49

WorldSkills Standards. Raw material

a big event like the WorldSkills?

development, benefiting millions in

strive to accomplish the mandate

countries this year as against its

procurement is another area of

Any plans to participate in other

India to get respectable employment

and targets as commended upon us

position at 19th during WorldSkills

concern. Language or soft skills

such competitions?

opportunities. To contribute to the

by the Ministry of Skill Development

- Abu Dhabi 2017. Hospitality skills

of

needs

RB: Yes, of Course. By competing in

development

& Entrepreneurship, National Skill

participated in five skills out of

improvement. We are determined

various competitions, the competitor

industry

which two skills won Medallion of

to perform better by improving our

realizes

2022

Excellence which are as under:

own standards by each passing day.

the

is

always

competitor’s

scope

also

for

Q

about

their

performance

ecosystem

of

over

competent

through

by

3.3

million

workforce

by

Development Corporation, Chairman

establishment

of

THSC and the stake holders.
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Guest Column

NARULA PANEER STORE

Improve Your

Since -1957

Train-Centration
and acting on their desires, needs, and

One dose three times
a day – (Usual Doctor’s
prescription)

opinions while remaining respectful

• One of the best practices is that

of others. It is self evaluation and

of Train-the-Trainers. But it ends

actualization process.

up with a single dose. It can be an

assertiveness training to teach persons
appropriate strategies for identifying

Recently I was watching a video of
how not to say a “NO”,to the prospective
audience; instead convince them to be

By Chef Salla VijayKumar

O

ongoing scenario, which would
expand the professional horizon.
• Feedback

on

work

(with

all

a party to the deliverables. This could

elements considered) is mostly

fit many fields and situations. So

done at the last in case of leaving

training is absolutely situational.

the organization. It can be an
ongoing scenario, which would

ne of India's most ambitious

Training need not always be
single structured

space-based

• We should break the traditional

mission,

Chandrayaan-2, took flight

stereotypes

and

short

example

service to perform better.
Definitely when there is a gap, we

term

train. Who decides and what training

on 23rd July 2019. The brainchild of

methods.

my

depends solely on the individual,

Indian Space Research Organisation

mentor states, we can explore on

the company, the company policy,

(ISRO), the mission’s aim was to

reducing the fitment time for a new

the authorized person dealing with

attempt landing and explore the south

recruit so that he can be absorbed

the situation at that very point of

polar region of the Moon. It is a region

keeping in the spirit high saving time

time. Few of the well known training

hitherto unexplored by any country.

and money.

programs are industrial training,

India's Central Tool Room and Training

For

try

empower the workman during his

like

• S
 equential pattern of training –

vocational

training,

orientation

manufactured

Plan a training program that goes

training, training for promotion,

22 types of valves for fuel injection

in training from the grassroots

and training for financial growth

and other parts for the cryogenic

level of your hierarchy envisaging

and training for training others and

engine of the GSLV Mark III rocket.

departmentalization

finally training for a happy post

This Bhubaneswar-based institution

transparency, issues breakthrough,

retired life.

had started manufacturing the parts

practicality concern and performance

Train

yourself

for this particular lunar mission in

enhancement.

yourself

abreast

Centre

(CTTC)

has

to

enable

March 2017 (according to a leading

only

and

keep

explore

different venues even with limited

Definite Preparedness

newspaper report).

to

you’ve got to perform for your sole

mission and India for this. The training

extended with on-the-job refresher

existence, you’ve got to use time,

centre is on mise-en for this mission

training which would in turn polish

efforts, training to retain talent,

for more than two years. This proves

the hard and soft skills of the

enhance performance and grow.

that we need to foresee which training

professional at workplace.

and inputs will cue forward to what

• Trainer

centric

sessions

area of expertise. More than that,
be

We are definitely proud of the

can

• Training on social skills like safe and

Towards a Culturally Integrated
Workplace!

honorable tourism campaign, ethics

heights.
the

are opening being discussed in the

(The Author is National Award Winner

management and also being followed

welfare of the organisation and

and a Senior Lecturer at Institute of Hotel

by a smaller group of practitioners as

people as a whole for the betterment

Management in Ahmedabad)

It

is

well

understood

by

of the society.
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49, Shanker Market, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001
E-mail : narulapaneerstore63@gmail.com
Mob. : 9811146600, 9811511515, 9818559988

: 13314009000136

Expert View

xxxx

Culinary talent has
evolved in India
“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you
feed him for a lifetime”
I go a one step further, “Teach a man how to fish and how to cook a fish, he’s
ready to feed others for lifetime!!”
Go a one step further, “Teach a man how to fish and how to cook a fish, he’s
ready to feed others for lifetime!!”
Arts under Symbiosis International

who offer holistic culinary education,

University, and other similar schools

the culinary talent being churned out

offering culinary specific courses, this

is much better skilled and trained.

scenario has changed for good now!

Although there were few schools who

It is indeed true that the road

offered culinary specific courses and a

evolved

to a human's heart is through their

pool of talent in previous years, these

in India and that too in a big

stomach. Irrespective of how the

students were lapped up by big fish

way! Till about 3-4 years ago,

other industries are faring or what the

hotel organisations immediately upon

it was a taken fact that when hiring

economic situation of the country is,

graduation. Most restaurant and food

a hotel management graduate, for

people will not stop eating. In fact, the

outlets could not get a professionally

any culinary position, the hotels and

very reason why most people go to

trained pool of people to work for

restaurants had to invest lot of time

earn their living is to bring food to the

them.

and money in training and honing the

table for themselves and their family.

One other important thing that has

skills of the new entrants.There used to

In such a situation, it is obvious that

happened is that there also has been

be a fairly large gap between the skill

people are willing to spend a huge

a sea change amongst parents in the

levels of the aspirant and what was

sum of money to have quality food

perception about careers in culinary

expected by the industry. So the chefs

being garnished well and served to

field. The winds of change are opening

had to train these youngsters for a long

them on a platter. Indeed, the taste of

new doors. Indian students, with

duration of time to match the expected

the food, the aroma, the ambience and

increasing support from their parents,

skill levels. The basket of various

the overall display of food - all have a

are slowly exploring unconventional

culinary programmes, however, helps

role to play in this. This obsession of

career options that go beyond Physics,

bridge this learning gap. Culinary

mankind with food has led to a wide

Chemistry and Biology! There’s much

courses enable aspirants to learn

array of career opportunities to be

more willingness to venture into

culinary fundamentals in an academic

made available. All of these careers fall

disciplines ranging from Design and

environment, allowing them to enter

under the umbrella of culinary arts. It

Animation to Culinary Courses and

a professional kitchen with a strong

is fair on our part to say that this is as

Fashion Journalism. Social media and

foundation under their belt. With the

much an art as it is a science.

television in particular have played

C

ulinary

talent

has

advent of the culinary specific school

Since last 5-6 years, with the new

a big role in fast acceptance of this

like Symbiosis School of Culinary

culinary schools evolving in India,

alternate career amongst the decision
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makers- the parents. The aspiring
students always viewed culinary as a
good alternative but under parental
and societal pressure, the decision
makers prevailed and culinary careers
never took off in past for many such
students!
The way India is eating also has
changed drastically and hence the
restaurant and fine dine industry is
evolving and its scope of service has

preparation. Promoting food nutrition,

extended way beyond hotels to resorts

designing personal diets, responsible

and even spas. New experimental food

hygiene and sanitation, regulations in

outlets are being sought by customers
to suit personal diet requirements.
Customers have become all the more
conscious about the hygiene and
sanitation level and want to know the
way their food is cooked. They look for
talented chefs who can discuss about
food rather than a person who just
greets and enquires about “Did you
like the food or not”!
The trained chefs who were trained

Since last 5-6 years,
with the new
culinary schools
evolving in India, who
offer holistic culinary
education, the culinary
talent being churned
out is much better
skilled and trained.

food preparation, responsible usage
of artificial food additives, use of fresh
and seasonal ingredients, reducing
usage of non- food consumables are
some of the areas where the young
culinarians will have to be trained to
meet the requirements of the food
service industry. Students will have to
keep an eye on to learn sustainability,
e-marketing
their

and

social

advantage.

media

Strong

to

industry

by the big hotel organisations like

partnerships, networking and tie-ups

Oberoi and Taj Hotels have diversified

are key for growth. The development of

in the fine dine and stand-alone

Indian institutions providing culinary

restaurant space. These talented chefs

education and subsequent placement

are now looking for ready-made talent

and at the same time are able to

opportunities is but a natural response

rather than training unskilled persons

converse on topics in general. These

to the robust future awaiting in the

to work with them. At entry levels, the

are the additional attributes beyond

food industry across the world.

chefs look for aspirational youngsters

the culinary specific knowledge and

who are trained in fundamental food

skills!

Good quality education comes
with a price! For that matter, culinary

preparation skills and have good

Going ahead, culinary education

understanding of international and

will have to be more regional oriented

expensive proposition. One biggest

regional Indian cuisine. While it’s a

with global standards. Students opting

pitfall

fact that a degree or certification is not

for a career in culinary arts have

India, however, in absence of any

always a necessity to enter the world

unique perks in India. India has some

defined regulatory authority will be

of culinary arts, it’s a beneficial faster

of the best and most diverse cuisines.

mushrooming

track to achieving your professional

Each individual can bring their own

under guise of offering the “Best

goals and standing up to the pressures

unique twist in terms of innovation

Culinary Education” at meagre fees

of the food industry.

and excellence in the vast world of

and gullible public at large falling

cooking.

schools

for this. This will be a repetition of

restaurants (both standalone and in

have to teach these aspects and

hotel and hospitality management

hotels) to seek people who have good

students in India have the chance to

education in India! Quality will get

interpersonal

skills

study vital basics in cooking skills, get

compromised and despite scope of

and at the same time talent and passion

exposed to different cuisines and build

becoming

to talk about food. Anirban Dasgupta,

experience in kitchens and restaurants

we will languish at being a mediocre

Executive

by applying for a professional course

culinary landscape.

This has led for the fine dine

communication

Chef

at

Hyatt

Regency

Pune says he looks for culinary staff,
especially

youngsters,

specific

in

globally

has

culinary

a

of

been

education

culinary

culinary

an
in

schools

superpower,

at a reputed culinary institute.

can

Moreover, culinary education is

interact and educate the customers

no more about skills only in food
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who

Culinary

education

(The author is Director, Symbiosis Institute
of Culinary Arts)

Interview

“If the basics are clear, the end
product will be perfect”
Q

Chef Saurabh Sharma
Associate Professor, School of
Hospitality and Tourism Skill,
Bhartiya Skill Development
University, Jaipur spoke to
Incredible Chef about his journey.

Chef’s Choice
Favourite food: Indian
Favourite Restaurant: ITC Bukhara
Most admired chef: Padmshree Imtiaz
Qureshi

Most Memorable Guest: Chef
Sabyasachi Gorai (Chef Saby)

Regarded as a leading chef,

Q Being an educator is considered

and educator, your journey has

to be one of the noblest professions

been an inspiring one. What made

which has the responsibility of

you join the fraternity? Please

shaping the future. Tell us about

tell us about your journey and

your journey as an educator?

achievements?

SS: It indeed is. Before becoming an

SAURABH

SHARMA:

Ladnun

small

a

I

town

belong
in

to

District

educator I was a hotel professional.
Whenever

someone

talks

about

Nagaur of Rajasthan so I don’t know

Hotel Management for professional

about inspiring but yes it has been an

education a picture of working in a big

interesting one. Unlike many people

5 star Hotel amongst all the luxuries

I was never a person of dreams but I

comes to mind. I myself joined this

always knew how to put my best foot

industry with same thoughts. I started

forward. I have always believed in

my career from Taj Group of Hotels.

giving my 100 percent to whatever I do

Working there is a dream job for

and I firmly believe that there is nothing

many of us but I could always sense

that one cannot do and the reason

something important missing till I

behind this thought is very practical.

met my College professor who made

Until you don’t try to do something

me realize the value of giving back to

you are already a failure and you

the society. It was then I thought of

never know if you do that thing you

joining the education industry. In this

might succeed. That is why I always

way I was able to motivate the young

push my limits. About my joining the

generation as well as stay in touch

hotel/culinary fraternity, it was not

with the Industry. Also, this helped me

something I dreamt of but something

a lot in my own research. Many of my

I joined as a graduation course and

students are working in big hotels and

one thing led to another. During my

different professions associated with

Post Graduation days I realized that the

Hotel Industry.

culinary heritage of Rajasthan existed
only in books or some big Hotels. This

Q

realization later became the motivation

moment as a chef which you

and the topic of my PhD research.

cherish for your life?

Which

would

be

that

one

SS: There are many moments that I

Favourite Holiday Destination:

Q

Kashmir

and what do you aspire for?

example: starting my PhD research,

SS: I want people to know about the

my first world record in India Book of

Kahaniyan

vast and diverse culinary heritage

Records, getting recognized as best

Favourite Book: M.S Dhoni- The Untold

of Rajasthan. I aspire to be known

mentor on a National platform in Delhi

Story

as a chef who contributed in the

in 2017 etc. But if I was to choose only

renaissance of traditional Rajasthani

one such moment it would be from

cuisine. I want the young and old

the most recent event of Master Chef

generation

come

Rajasthan. As I have told you earlier I

together for a bright culinary future.

want the entire nation to know about

I have always admired M S Dhoni for

the culinary heritage and lost recipes

his patriotism and contribution in his

of Rajasthan and it so happened that

field. I can relate to his life story as I

people from very small villages came

also have similar beliefs in life.

forward with the dishes that I hadn’t

Favourite movie: Andaz Apna Apna
Favourite TV Show: Raja, Rasoi aur
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Who has been your inspiration

Rajasthan

to

will cherish for the rest of my life. For

Interview

heard of till that time. It brought a

so that the taste buds of our kids are

Now the scenario has completely

mixed feeling of happiness as well

developed in the same way.

changed. A good example could be

as satisfaction to me. I was literally

seen in recently organized Master Chef
Q

overwhelmed.

Over the years, the number

Rajasthan where ladies came out of

of culinary engagements - in the

their home kitchen to be seen working

Q Recently concluded Master Chef

form of competitions, seminars,

and participating in a state level

Rajasthan was a great success.

workshops,

competition. So gradually the tables

Tell us about its conceptualisation

significant increase across the

and achievements?

country.

SS: Master Chef Rajasthan was a big

a. From the participants’ point of view

Q Your thoughts on vegetarianism

step towards realizing what has always

– do you feel that it is leading to a

and the ongoing debate of having

been on my mind and yes it turned out

problem of choice?

courses

etc,

has

seen

a

are turning.

dedicated
food

at

typically

to

to be a great event. We conducted the

SS: I don’t think so. Increase in such

vegetarian

hospitality

auditions in 6 major cities of Rajasthan

culinary engagements has lead to

institutes?

i.e. Bikaner, Jodhpur, Jaipur, Ajmer,

increase in exposure to the industry. In

SS: Again it is a matter of choice and

Kota and Udaipur.

Around 4,250

my opinion it is important to participate

perspective.Though I myself am a pure

people of all age groups auditioned for

in such activities to familiarize with the

vegetarian and I firmly believe that

this event among which only 45 made

fraternity.

there is a lot of variety in vegetarian

it to the finals. The concept behind

b. F
 rom the organisers' point of view

food and contains all the elements

this event was to revive and discover

– Is it just the search about making

of a complete nutritious diet. If some

the lost recipes of Rajasthan. With

their event unique?

courses dedicated to vegetarian food

the help of Master Chef Rajasthan we

SS: It’s a matter of perspective. Not

are introduced in hospitality institutes

were able to materialize our thoughts.

everybody involved in any such event

it may help the students in gaining

Another great achievement of this

wants fame. The uniqueness of any

knowledge not only about the types

event was the Culinary Heritage Run

event is important in a way that it

of vegetarian food but also about

titled “Maximum chefs in a marathon

should not overpower the vitality and

its dietary qualities and impact on

run promoting fitness” which made its

essence of that event.

human body.

way to another world record in India
Book of Records.
Q

Regional food has been at the

Q

Do you feel that Indian food

Q

What according to you is

professionals are creating culinary

the way forward in the culinary

trends for the world to follow?

education space in India?

forefront of the culinary space.

SS: As a matter of fact, we are. Food is

SS: The only way forward according

What needs to be done to ensure

something that can connect people of

to me is holding on to our roots of

that regional flavours are not lost

diverse backgrounds and upbringings.

culinary heritage while experimenting

in the rush of modernisation?

India has a very rich and diverse

with it. It is very important to explore

SS: It is a very important question

culinary heritage and now-a-days the

in order to grow and learn. So

and also an objective of my research.

young food professionals have turned

imparting practical knowledge or as

During my research I interviewed a lot

towards that very heritage. By doing

it is known skill based education to

of people including royalty and people

so I believe we are setting a trend for

the students is going to play a major

from the Industry. Everybody has their

the world to follow.

role in their advancement. Students as
well as the institutes must understand

own version of culinary space. In order
to maintain a balance between the

Q

Have the kitchens of India

the role of hands on learning and

traditional and modern times we need

started to create an honourable

include the same in their curriculum.

to understand what factors influence

space for ladies in hospitality?

The university that I am associated

the sales in modern times. What do

What in your view needs to be

with i.e Bhartiya Skill Development

people expect!! It is very important to

done to provide equal opportunity

University is India’s first skill based

wrap regional/original flavours in the

to ladies in the kitchen and ensure

university and I am very pleased with

needs of modern society. Also it is our

their safety at the workplace?

the curriculum that is being taught

fundamental and moral responsibility

SS: It was a long time ago when

there. So more such initiatives need

to pass on the culinary legacy from

hospitality wasn’t considered to be

to be taken in the culinary education

our kitchen to the new generation

a respectable profession for women.

space in India.
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Interview

Q What is your take on the quality

restaurant and have been the

SS: I love my regional food particularly

of fresh talent which is available in

driving force in the operations

which is home cooked. Food in

India today? Do you feel that there

and success thereof. Is there a

Rajasthan is very diverse and my taste

needs to be a change in the way

fear of overexposure and resultant

buds have an obvious nudge towards

they are prepared at the institution

complacency when it comes to

it. Also I love Kashmiri cuisine because

level to face the challenges of the

success in the form of awards and

of the vivid flavours that go into its

kitchen better? Please elaborate.

recognition?

making since most of it is cooked in

SS: Of course there is a lot of young

SS: As all of us know that appreciation

Dum with whole spices.

talent in India and I have answered

and recognition in one’s field is a great

this question earlier by saying that

motivation to move in the direction

Q

imparting

of

you would travel to, just for the

practical

knowledge

to

success.

Chefs

never

succeed

What is the one place which

the students is going to play a major

alone - their professional growth is

food and experience? Why?

role in their advancement. Moreover

directly proportional to the success of

SS: I would love to travel to Himachal

the institutes need to understand the

a restraint. Most of the chefs remain

Pradesh mostly the internal parts of it

importance of self confidence in the

behind the curtains throughout their

because Himachal is a land with many

students while working in the kitchen.

professional life though they are the

flavours which are yet to be explored.

There is a lot of difference between

ones to be called the face of a restaurant

I also aspire to do a food festival on

learning in an institute and working

and the driving force in the operations.

Himachal cuisine in the near future.

in the kitchen of some hotel. Students

A lot of work is yet to be done for their

face a lot of trouble in adjusting with

recognition and development. Many

Q

such environment. So yes more ways

chef associations have been formed

give other chefs who aspire to join

should be discovered to expose the

globally of which I am a part of many

the fraternity?

students to the industry. Being a

which are working for the benefits of

SS: The most important advice that I

good chef is not only about cooking

people from our fraternity.

can give the budding chefs is that one

What advice would you like to

should stick to the basics. If the basics

but also about knowing what to do
and how to do. For example: hygiene

Q

What is your favourite food?

are clear the end product is perfect.

maintenance, waste management, etc.

Do your taste buds favour any

If the Mise-a-place is rightly done the

particular region of India for their

dish is almost ready. So keep learning

culinary prowess?

and be innovative. Cheers!!

Q

Chefs are the face of a

INDIAN
PREMIUM
BASMATI rice

Garlic Kheer
Rice pudding, dry fruit pudding is often made and eaten at home. But this kheer
is made of garlic. Garlic kheer is a famous sweet dish of Rajasthan which is made
during the time of Mughal and Raja.This Rajasthani traditional and nutritious kheer
has many benefits. Beneficial in Knees joints pain and arthritis. This nutritious
kheer is now the famous street food of Delhi.
INGREDIENTS
S.NO 	INGREDIENTS

METHORED
QTY.

1

Garlic

2

Milk

3

Sugar

125 Grm

4

Khoya

50 Grm

5.

Ghee

5

Ilaychi Power

5 Grm

6.

Alum (Fitkari)

20 Grm

7.

Water
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• Soak the garlic in water for approximately 2-3 hours

50 Grm

• Heat a vessel full of water; add alum and garlic boil for three to five minutes.

1 Ltr

• Strain the water; remove the garlic and repeat this process for 3 three times.

25 Ml

1 Ltr

This ensure that any strong odour of garlic goes away
• Wash the garlic in fresh water, drain and dry it.
• Take another vessel, Sauté the garlic in ghee; boil the milk in same vessel.
• Add cardamom powder and khoya, simmer it 25-30 minutes on slow fire,
stirring continuously till milk got thicken.
• Add sugar and serve hot

TRIMAX INTERNATIONAL/PK TRADING COMPANY
A GOVT OF INDIA RECOGNIZED STAR EXPORT HOUSE

278 RAJDHANI ENCLAVE PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034, INDIA
TEL: 00911147999841, MOB: 00919899183474, 00919810149841, WHATS APP:
00919810048451, MAIL: INFO@OASISRICE.COM, WEB: WWW.OASISRICE.COM ,
OUR BRANDS: OASIS/INDIA OASIS/HAILA/REEM/AL WAHA/WAHA AL HIND/LAKO/
AL MEZAN/PRIMA/PRINCESS RACHA/
RACHA/FADIE/ZINDABAAD

Guest Column

Small Steps Can Help
In Being More Focused

By Manan Chakraborty

C

ulinary

education

experienced

stakeholders have led many experts

traditional fermented foods owing

to investigate the specific dimensions

to its rich ethnic diversity and also

of quality in higher education so as to

due to the availability of surplus bio

introduce practical tools and models

resources in the region. Furthermore

for measuring and evaluating the

fermentation by products are used

effectiveness of the emergent system.

to feed livestock giving it required

As the demand for food processing

nutritional supplement, thereby further

is on a rise, Culinary Schools have

strengthening the livelihood system.

started to encourage and educate

The culinary students are therefore

students who are further taking start

understanding the significance and

up route through various projects

developing these products to make

that are funded by the Institute or by

it better or unique through R&D and

has

Government of India. They are working

presenting them through platform at

remarkable

towards preserving those resources

Entrepreneurial Development projects

growth in the past decade.

which are of a high demand in the

inviting industry experts and local

Numerous institutions are offering a

market and are available only during

entrepreneurs who take them forward

variety of related programs with the

a particular period of the year. They

with their restaurant business and

aim of adequately preparing the next

are supporting the ready to ‘Packaged’

their product development business

generation of culinary professionals

food or ‘Ready to Eat’ market with an

that is benefitting all. Some of the

and create a quality output which is

eye for analytic detail from concept

examples of Fermented products from

industry related.

to execution thereby increasing the

the region are Kambucha, Tempeh,
Napham, Khoricha, Jou, etc.

Many individuals, drawn by this

surplus of the regional cuisine food

profession’s core values, are pursuing

that are dehydrated and packed and

In-built hotel setups in institute

culinary-related studies in their quest

further exported to countries outside

campus is another initiative which

for a successful and a rewarding career.

India.

should be looked forward to train

Responding to this demand, tertiary

Since the beginning of human

the students at various levels and

education institutions have introduced

civilization,

have

make them more competent for the

culinary related programs with the

occupied an integral part in the

industry. Practical’s can be conducted

aim of adequately preparing the next

culture and traditions of many ethnic

at these premises where the actual

generation of Industry professionals.

communities throughout the world.

picture help student to link with their

Culinary stakeholders can utilize the

Fermented food is very significant to

theoretical experiences. This pattern is

findings, which can shed light on

human diet especially in developing

being practised at some institutes like

what constitutes quality in culinary

countries as it is an inexpensive

WGSHA (Manipal) which is training

education which is more industry

technique used by world communities

and assigning responsibility that is

oriented. Identify the most important

across the globe for food preservation,

important for overall development of

quality indicators and their association

along with enhancement of nutritional

the students and would make them

with the overall evaluation, in terms of

and sensory values of the food.

competent so that later in their career

satisfaction, of a culinary arts program

fermented

The North Eastern Region of Indian

and enable culinary educators to

subcontinent,

improve their curriculum according to

states,

industry’s expectations.

Pradesh,

The paradigm shift of modern
culinary education from product to
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foods

consisting

namely

eight

in the industry.

Arunachal

In the field of Wine, Beverage and

Manipur,

Mixology, which is a broader market

Tripura,

and has significantly increased in

and Sikkim, has a huge reserve of

recent years, the art of pairing Food

Meghalaya,

Assam,

of

they are ready to take on greater roles

Nagaland,
Mizoram,

Guest Column

with Beverages and the high demand

which later on provide quality output

in the production of beverages is

for the industry.

providing more career opportunities

There are more than 178 million
various

photos tagged foods on Instagram and

and are industry related. Institute must

international University and Colleges

56 million tagged Foodporn. People

arrange for field trips to visit these areas

through exchange program or by

are obsessed with photographing what

of production and call expert panels to

signing MOU will benefit both students

they eat - something professional chefs

bring out the actual picture and how it

and the faculty. These programs will

are catering to and learning from.

will help in their career platform.

help in the overall development of the

According to an article in the

Another

there

individual and learning can be more

Independent, 18-35 year olds spend

qualitative that will help them in later

five whole days a year browsing food

Styling

phase when they join the Industry.

images on Instagram and 30 percent

and
create

where

with

is much input generated is Food
which

sector

Connecting

food photographer.

Food

Photography,

eye-popping,

mouth-

Patenting of products is another

will avoid a restaurant if their Instagram

watering dishes that is photographed

successful step in their career where

presence is weak. There is an explicit

and seen in magazines, newspaper,

the institute name and the student can

call for businesses and companies

books, television and advertisements.

be highlighted. Projects can be taken up

to look into that data available from

Students can work individually for

through field trips by visiting various

social media response, to look at trends

many reputed photographers, bringing

tribal areas to adapt and

and targeting of how they can reach

to life the vision of a cookbook writer

consumers and audiences in real-time,

or advertiser, which can be a part of

like never before. It can also put in the

the assignment or projects module

picture new product development, the

assigned to the students. They can also

desires and wants of the consumers

work for television channels where the

and how they are talking and sharing

attention to detailing is paramount and

photos of food and how they are

learn from the stylist who may use

interacting with that presence online.

tricks of the trade to make food appear

Encouraging

most appealing.

student

to

take

lectures at other institutes or school or

Publishing of food article in various

highlight those lost or secret recipe or

start-ups, are some of the short term

journals, presenting research papers at

ingredients and develop them at their

programs - which can be a part of their

seminars and tying up with institutional

institute and document it and publish

summer vacation projects and help

bodies should be encouraged. Trained

to the rest of the world. BY doing this

them with social interaction and shape

researchers

and

both the institute and the tribal groups

the upcoming generation and can learn

module included in the Semester which

should

be

hired

will get recognition and thus lead to a

with teaching.

shall involve more numbers of students

growth in Eco-tourism.

to be researchers.

Engaging

student

with

product

Public media is another resource

sourcing and purchasing will lead them

At various National & International

where the institute should encourage

to be more competent to know the

Chef Competitions and food festivals,

their students and invite them to post

source from where it is procured and

the culinary students are competing and

their articles, recipe, food photograph

learn the product purchase specification

displaying their talent. The institutes

and publish it for the Industry and

which shall help them for high volume

should encourage and motivate them

general public. It works as a good

catering business.

and involve them at these forums

marketing tool. Dining has reached

Thus

its Instagram era when a camera is as

Culinary

central to the experience as a fork and

focussed and driven towards linking

anyone with a decent eye is making

with the industry that will benefit the

magazine-quality

student and the education pattern of

photos

of

food.

People have always loved eating, and

from

these

Education

small

can

be

steps
more

institutes.

photographers have long recognised
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the inherent beauty of food. But

(The author is Assistant Professor at the

smartphones with pin-sharp lenses

Department of Culinary Arts with Welcomgroup

and apps that make editing as easy as

Graduate School of Hotel Administration,

swiping and tapping turn anyone into a

Manipal)

Guest Column

Sankalp Se Siddhi
A Drastic Conversion for a New India @75

Need For An Inclusive Human Resource Development

By Chef Suprabhat Banerjee

A

ccording to World Disability
Report by WHO, 15 out of
every 100 people are having
disabilities in the world. In India
26.8 million people are differently
able people. The Census 2011 report
showcased
the
percentage
of
differently able population in the age
group 10-19 years is 17 per cent and
16 per cent of them are in the age
group 20-29 years which is mainly the
working population. In the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities Act (RPWD)
of 2016, 21 types of disability were
identified and included in the new
policy of the government for an
inclusive atmosphere for the differently
able peoples in the Indian society. The
Incheon Strategy in 2012 evolved to
“Make the Right Real” for Persons
with Disabilities in Asia and the Pacific
Region and declared the period from
2013 to 2022 as span for differently
able peoples. The Government has
initiated a National Action Plan for Skill
Development with a target of training
2.5 million differently able by the year
2022.
To achieve this target many
vocational rehabilitation and training
centres engaged in developing
appropriate skills amongst persons
with disabilities, keeping in view their
potential and abilities. Considering
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rapid
growth
of
employment
opportunities
in
service
sector,
persons with disabilities have been
encouraged to undertake skill training
suitable to the market requirement.
Proactive measures like incentives,
awards, tax exemptions, etc. have
been taken into consideration to
encourage the employment of persons
with disabilities in the private sector.
Employment plays a key role in
the life of differently able people
as it helps in elevating the life of
people by removing poverty, isolated
life and low civic skills. It helps in
changing the societal perception for
the especially able peoples as they
become economically independent,
participate in the contribution to the
social and political system and thus
creates a truly inclusive environment
(Schur, 2002).
Many countries around the world
are practicing inclusive employment
policy from decades through various
laws, acts and enforcement policies.
In Germany hotels like Embrace
Verbund has employed 60 per cent
of differently able peoples. USA also
has a strong directive for creating
inclusive employment opportunities
in the industry. Japan has adopted an

1. Trustworthy
2. Low employee turnover
3. Loyal to the organisation
4. Keen in learning
5. Adaptability
6. Increase in revenue as it attracts
customers with diverse backgrounds.
Hindrances in employing the
differently able peoples in hotel
industry are:
1. Societal attitude
2. Unskilled and limited communication
3. Low urban population
4. Workplace modification costs
5. Lack in multitasking
6. Physical attractiveness
7. Commuting problems in odd hours
A report by the “ILO and the
World Bank” which indicate that this
untapped labour market share effects
in a loss of 5-7 per cent of GDP if not
used. In recent years, private players
are enacting this as a Corporate Social
Responsibility. In the Indian hospitality
industry many organisation are
employing differently able people in
their workforce as Lemon Tree Hotels,
ITC, Devyani International, Barista,
D.S.Group, etc, to name a few.
The hospitality leaders should
create an inclusive atmosphere and
generate more opportunities for the

employment policy for the physically
disabled people by the following four
techniques: 1) quota system; 2) on-thejob adjustment scheme; 3) economic
aid scheme; and 4) vocational advice
and placement scheme; since 1980
(Matsui, 1998). This policy was more
strengthened by introducing levy
and grant scheme for companies
employing more than hundred
employees in Japan.

differently able peoples in hotels in
accordance with the Accessible India
Campaign of Government of India to
establish inclusive environment for the
differently able by 2022 abided by the
UN convention. The Prime Ministers
also called for Sankalp Se Siddhi for
a drastic conversion by 2022–23 for a
New India @75. It is clearly mentioned
Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas.

The salient features of employing
the differently able peoples in hotel
industry are:

(The author is Assistant Professor at
Banarsidas Chandiwala Institute of Hotel
Management and Catering Technology, New
Delhi)
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Guest Column

Revolutionalized
Gourmet Offerings

Changing Culinary Ecosystem:

With 4700BC Popcorn

Let Students Be Free To Create And Innovate
in turn improves the growth of the
nation at large. Students are being

nurtured in a way that analytical and

creative thinking skills are emphasized
and inculcated in them at a tender
age. The curriculum of our schools are
being refreshed and revised, which
is the need of the hour. For better

recognized and not get carried

understanding and implementation,

away with the external world. In a

students

nutshell, they need to be grounded,

are

imparted

practical

knowledge in schools.

humble and give enough time to put

The students of today are the

By Chef Ranojit Kundu

things in place.”

professionals and responsible citizens

I K Davies, author of several books,

of tomorrow. The growth is very much

enlighten us with the four ways to

reflected to the future of our nation.

understand

the

Today’s media has created a platform,

process

Planning,

where

Leading and Controlling.

students

are

increasingly

–

teaching/learning
Orgainzing,

opting for the hospitality trade in their

When a candidate decides that they

undergraduate levels through various

need to carve a future in culinary, it is

ince the era of Gurukul system

Universities, Institutes, Colleges and

suggested, they opt for specialized

of

Academy. Most of us would agree

Culinary Colleges available in limited

the

S

education,

where

the

child stayed with their guru/

students’

numbers in the country. It may also

tutor to learn various skills and were

worldwide, wish to be a culinarian

be possible that they do a Bachelor’s

taught various subjects for all round

and want to be on TV as a celebrity

degree in Hotel Management and

development, our Government data

chef or holding a coveted position in

then one and half or two years

reveals, that the 75 per cent of the

the kitchen. Yet the reality is, by the

specialized

population, between 7 to 10 years of

time, they are finishing their course at

Culinary Institutes. It is also important

age are literate. This improvement and

their alma mater, most of the students

to remind the aspiring students to

change in education system has been

are not recognized at the campus

rate the Institute or Academy on the

considered as a major contributor

placement drive undertaken by the

basis of the number of really good

to the economic development in our

hospitality industry professionals. The

experienced faculty, the type and

country.

esteemed and top hotel chains declare

kitchens available for training, to help

the

With the spread and advancement

aspiring

from

leading

and

in skill development of the students, the

other skills as underrated and hence

updated curriculum, and the industrial

schools have been practicing, the

incapable of joining the kitchen, as per

placement of the passing out students

use of ‘smart boards’ in classrooms

the ‘trade test’ given by the candidate.

and the alumni of the Institution.

Chef

Reputed colleges and institutes also

and

Hrudananda Behra ofTaj Hotels Resorts

houses a Point of Sale, completely

Gifting

Mini Bar

Bar/ Coffee Shop

assists the learners to grasp better on

and Palaces, Goa, he personally feels,

manned by students, where they get

the subjects. Added to this, different

“The culinary graduate should have a

an opportunity to explore and learn

co-curricular

being

great attitude, a pleasing personality

the basics of food business. Not only a

Revolutionized Gifting
Options

Premium Quality
Tins

Perfect Compliments
with Hot/Cold Beverages

encouraged by the Government for

and an urge to learn things quickly.

training restaurant but a well equipped

the schools to embrace, for the child’s

They also need to have great patience

bar is also made available for the

development in a holistic way, which

in any organization to get their efforts

students to get introduced to the basic

experience

more

interesting

activities
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are

On

workmanship

training

in Science and Technology, several

where students find their learning

students’

hospitality

contacting

Executive

Our Clients :

Guest Column

principles of Beverage Service.

• Both the teacher and student

An exemplary culinary school

need to be ready in the class.

will also definitely practice the

The

concept

of

between

the

former

is

expected

to

mentoring

system

prepare the topic and then

students.

Faculty

deliver

whereas

the

is suggested to be involved in

should

prepare

themselves

additional portfolios which bring

to know and understand new

in fame to the Institute and an

latter

• Principle of feedback – for both

the college. Just as assessing

the teacher and the student

the Institution is important for

• Principle of motivation – to

the students before they take in

teaching tool lies with the instructor.

achieve

admission, it is equally important

A text book just cannot address all the

teacher and student needs to be

for the student to shoulder a few

variations of preparation techniques

motivated

responsibilities

hone

targets,

both

the

some

and application of processes and

skills, during their time of pursuing

ingredients. The instructor needs to

their career. It might probably be

discuss the variations that occur from

• Principle of learning by doing

saving some would-be chefs from

kitchen to kitchen, region to region,

• Principle of inculcating healthy life

disappointment.

climate to climate, in order to broaden

Culinary schools need to prescribe

• Principle of promoting democratic
environment in the class

style

the meaningfulness and usefulness of

• Principle of healthy competition

where

the information presented in the text

• Principle

learn

book. It is the combination of theory

how to prepare quality food based

and practice, which will lead to a

on established procedures. This is

sound and functional knowledge. The

Culinary Institute of America, once

further accomplished by the study of

study of the fact, theory and concept

said, “If you are looking for a short

theory and by practicing skills basic

is not sufficient to educate a student.

cut to success, there is no short cut.

to the production of food. When

They must have the exposure and

Even while going to a great culinary

the information is combined with

get an opportunity to see the skills,

school, there is a lot of hard work to

supervised

processes and ingredients in action

do. That said it’s better than going to a

books
they

for
can

their

students,

understand

hands-on

and

training,

the

student would achieve the preliminary
level of understanding, necessary to
produce quality dishes.

and to practice them.
Be it in Culinary or in any other

of

up

gradation

of

Mark

Erickson,

provost

at

the

education

Educators have a great responsibility

culinary preparation, it requires inquiry

assist us in getting better students

as well. The employees too have an

into why ingredients and processes are

ready for the industry.

obligation to cultivate, develop and

used. The goal of most students is to

• M
 aking an environment for the

nurture the young minds and provide

for themselves, why a certain process
is being used, how the ingredients

• G
 enerating the students’ interest and
curiosity

they

require

and

Hong Kong





Italy

Taiwan

France





Italy




culinary ecosystem and each one has




and body in order to grow and

moisture and a variety of other

Culinary Chefs must encourage

factors are the keys that unlock

another to pursue both types of

the realm of limitless possibilities

sustenance.

Italy



Malaysia



their own responsibility. Humankind

of temperature, how to control the



Stainless Steelware

the ladder. All these make up the entire

requires food for both the mind

Taiwan



student needs to understand the art

(The author is Head of Department

and science of the food and not just

– Bakery & Pastry at Banarsidas

artistically presented.

Chandiwala

Institute

of

Hotel

Management and Catering Technology,
New Delhi)

C.E.C. Catering Equipment Co., Ltd.

Hong Kong



Turkey




Italy



Germany



Hong Kong



Other Overseas Partners






in culinary preparation. Hence the

the effectiveness of any text as a

INTERNATIONAL

Food & Service Equipment



Chef

interact in the dish, what is the effect

No matter how good a book is,

Portugal
Fast Food Equipment





to make their mind of what type of

proven concepts and principles would

teaching-learning process

Italy




bad school.” It is for aspiring students

discipline, below listed scientific and

create and innovate. They need to ask









curriculum

To go past the preliminary level of
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MOD




things

enhancement of the grading of

and



MOD KITCHEN EQUIPMENT PVT. LTD.
3A, Street No.4, Block No. RZ, Anand Parbat Industrial Area, New Delhi-110005
Tel.: 91-11-28763958, 28762343 Mobile.: +91 9811085683 Fax: 91-11- 28762342
Email: modequipment@yahoo.co.uk Website: www.modequipment.com

VIANEN
WE CLEAR THE AIR

Update

Food Slide:

The Hotel Management Kitchen

F

ood

first

and has also worked with Radisson

YouTube channel dedicated to

Slide

is

India’s

New Delhi. Having travelled across

all aspiring chefs. This channel

the

globe

while

working

with

is an initiative to enhance the

luxurious cruise liners like PNO

learning capability of students. This

Princess

innovative technique has enabled

gained his experience and expertise

the students to learn more effectively

in the Art of Food Plating, Indian

as the knowledge is available in the

fusion food and European cuisine.

digital mode, to be accessed by

and

Crystal

Cruise,

he

“This is a small contribution

anyone, anywhere and at anytime.

towards the hospitality industry and

The USP of the food slide is that

specially the budding chefs of the

it's not just another cooking channel

industry, as a token of gratitude from

but a channel which makes videos

my end,” he said.

according to the syllabus provided

Currently working as Culinary

by the universities and this is an

Trainer cum Assistant Professor at

innovative method of teaching that
has been incorporated by several
other faculty members to impart
better teaching-learning experience

Chef Sumit Pant
Culinary Trainer cum Assistant
Professor, Banarsidas Chandiwala
Institute of Hotel Management and
Catering Technology, New Delhi

to the millennial.

Banarsidas Chandiwala Institute of
Hotel Management and Catering
Technology, New Delhi, he believes
that is it very important to build
strong

future

chefs

by

training

In just a period of one year

The initiative has been undertaken

them well. His innovative method

we have reached more than 14k

by Chef Sumit Pant, alumni of IHM

of imparting knowledge has been

subscribers and has also made its

Hyderabad. He has been part of the

introduced keeping in mind the gap

presence felt on Facebook by having

pre-opening team with brands like ITC

between

more than 22K followers.

Sonar Bangla, Grand Hyatt Mumbai

supply of qualifies manpower.

MasterChef Rajasthan Season 2

2019 and its
journey was started from 13th July
MasterChef RajasthIan season 2’s
people auditioned
4,250
d
of Rajasthan, in which aroun
Auditions were held in various cities
Bikaner,
pur,
Udai
pur,
Jodh
r,
cities including Jaipu
and 45 finalists were selected from
the recipes in an
red
prepa
s
selve
them
s
stant
rounds conte
Ajmer, and Kota. In Live cooking
erChef of Rajasthan
14th September finally, second Mast
innovative and fusion way and on
in the India Book
made
was
Along with this, also an entry
in all 3 categories were declared.
thon run
mara
a
in
chefs
imum
"Max
age Run with titled
of Records for our Culinary Herit
promoting fitness".
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industry

demands

and

Update

Obituary: Chef Rajesh Variyath
Late Chef Rajesh Variyath, a culinary expert with over 25 years of
rich experience, went on his last journey on 27th September 2019.
He was medically suffering for the last few years and passed away in
Bengaluru due to cardiac arrest. A 1992 batch IHM pass out, he was a
favourite amongst the community of chefs for his supportive, always
helpful and positive nature.
He was considered to be a wonderful assistant by his superiors
and a humble guide cum teacher by his subordinates. He was known
to be a go-getter who inspired many to excel in the culinary space.
His culinary and administrative skills won him many accolades
during his career. Considered to be a good teacher, a great chef cum
administrator and a dependable friend, his loss would be felt by the
industry for a long time.
During his association of over two decades with the culinary
field, he worked with some of the leading names of this hospitality
industry. He was instrumental in taking his restaurants to a new level
with the ability to exercise autonomy and creativity in the kitchen
menu. He believed that it is one’s passion that is ultimately reflected
in the food.

Kanhaiyalal Tandoor

Made with strict adherence to high quality and precision

T

he Tandoor is an integral part

and are selling tandoors of different

of any kitchen that lays claim

sizes and shapes. Made with strict

on serving Indian food to the

adherence

to

high

quality

and

most finicky international palate. The

precision, the tandoors are available in

restaurant business and in fact the

Copper, Stainless steel and Mild Steel

entire hotel business is focused around

body apart from simple Clay tandoor.

by Catering companies, Restaurants

food as an essential component of its

After the noteworthy success in

service. The right equipment in the

tandoors for the hospitality trade, the

The ovens are both Gas fired and

kitchens

and Resorts.

institutions

company that revolutionised Tandoori

Wood fired, thereby resulting in a

make the vital difference between

food preparation has now introduced

choice for hotel and restaurant and

efficient and better cooking.

the pizza ovens. The credit for this

other companies to select the special

innovative product goes to Kanhaiyalal

type for their specific needs. The ovens

& their team.

can be ready with the right heat in

of

hospitality

The business is not new to Avinder
and Fakir Chand, two brothers who
are manufacturing tandoors under the

The various types of Pizza Ovens

mere 45-50 minutes. Once ready, the

name of their company- 'Kanhaiyalal

include Pizza Oven with Stainless steel

ovens dish out pizzas in maximum 3 to

Tandoors Pvt Ltd.'

cladding, oven with Mosaic design

4 minutes, thus proving to be perfect

The two have put their more than

and Brick Pizza Oven. This completes

for quick service.

40 years of expertise in manufacturing

the entire range of ovens needed for

and marketing tandoors to good use

dishing out great tasting pizza for use
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guest column

Decoding Hospitality Industry
Taking A Step Towards Sustainability
beverage

accommodation,

in development of technology and

and entertainment but also from

service,

food science has resulted in decrease

a

features

health risk, but the new interventions

and processes such as websites,

numerous

in technology and distribution system

technology, online and offline guest

always causes a new risk. Tradition,

interactions, in-room entertainment,

practice,

facility designs, and interactions with

scientific knowledge helped to shape

service personnel and with other

the principles and techniques of how

customers.

to achieve acceptable food safety in a

Market
seen

of

has

vast

technical

and

given environment.

growth

For

survival

in

a

competitive

of

business environment, providing food
and associated services with cultural

Operation of hospitality properties

aspect are essential marketing strategy

is

for success and getting right perception

and

becoming
sequential,

because

and

segmentation.

and

O

sector

independence

diversification

ne of the key players amongst

this

unprecedented

since

By Chef Prem Ram

supporting

more

systematic
by

of customer’s towards the product and

technology and innovation. Most of

characterized

service of the company. Company

the process and dependents are driven

can introduce strategies and practices

by the latest technology resulting in

in order to serve in a structured and

effective and efficient output.

effective way for providing better

The availability food has become

customer satisfaction. Resonating with

the service sectors in India is

more

freshness,

government initiatives and making

convenient

with

the tourism and hospitality

quality, and specified safety and hygiene

balance with influence of globalization

industry. It has a contribution of 6.23

factors. Products are available with

are equally important for services

per cent to National Gross Domestic

distinctive ingredients, flavours and

as each one is having significant

Product and holds 8.78 per cent of

spices. Globalization has contributed

role in customer loyalty. Market and

total

country

significantly and it has improved the

competition is one of the important

(Sharma & Kalotra, 2016). It is divided

employment

availability and convenience of food,

sources of survival that has to be taken

into two segments – Tourism and

diversity in food selection, production

care of properly. Now a day, customers

Hotels. Hotel industry is one of the

and distribution; and quality of food

are

profit making industry in terms of

and associated services at par with

educated, industry needs to provide

quick returns on investment. It covers

the industry standard. Globalization

services with respect to that set of

not only business hotels and resorts

has increased the concern for hygiene

understating. Number of academic

but also extended apartment hotels,

and safety, competitive price, on time

institutions is there that can be used as

timeshare hotels, casinos, convention

services along with adoption of more

sources of professionally well trained

centres

processed food in diet. Awareness

employee which is playing a crucial

and

in

the

conference

centres.

well

informed,

updated

and

Since independence, there have been

role in the industry. It is recommended

abundant factors that have played

to professionals of hospitality industry

crucial role for the rise of hospitality

to have technology driven operations

sector. These factors directly and

with quality products and services.

indirectly influenced the food culture
(The author is Head of Department –

of food serving industry.
in

Food Production at Banarsidas Chandiwala

hospitality settings is not derived

Institute of Hotel Management and Catering

solely from food production, good and

Technology, New Delhi)

The

customer

experience
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Interview

Interview

“Position of traditional
chef has changed to a food
superhero”
Q

What

fraternity

made
of

you
chefs?

join

the

every time.

us for our work. Being such a huge

• To be present in all the places that
require my attention, at all times.

personality she personally came up to
each and every one of us to thank us.
Although there were warnings from

Q

Which

would

be

that

one

moment as a chef which you

her security personnel’s but it did not
deter her at all.

cherish for your life?
AC: While doing my first event with a

Q As a chef, in a leading role at

charitable organisation, our team was

one of the leading brands, how

and what do you aspire for?

fortunate enough

to prepare food

do you tackle the pressure of

Please

AC: At the initiation of my career with

for them. The joy that they had after

performing to match up the high

tell us about your journey and

the Taj Group of Hotels, I was lucky to

enjoying the food was a sight to see.

levels of expectations?

achievements?

work under the legendary Chef Arvind

This was when I actually realised the

AC: Working in a leading brand as a

Ashu Chugh: When I was looking into

Saraswat. Chef Nita Nagarajan was

importance of the role of a chef.

Senior Executive Sous Chef is quite

all professional options that were

also an important chef who I worked

Chef’s Choice
Favourite food: Home made food
Favourite Restaurant: Al Dawaar
Revolving Restaurant, Dubai
Most admired chef: Chef Arvind
Saraswat
Most Memorable Guest: Mr. Gerard
Butler

Favourite Holiday Destination:
Australia

Favourite movie: 3 Idiots
Favourite TV Show: The Ellen
Degeneres Show
Favourite Book: The Monk Who sold
his Ferrari

frankly a challenging job in itself. The

viable or possible for me, I thought

under. Currently, while working under

Q

extent of responsibility is quite vast

to interact with their guests, and have

why not do something that I enjoy,

Chef Davinder Kumar. his dedication

formula?

with a very small window for error. It

changed the way entire kitchen staffs

Chef Ashu Chugh

rather than sulking into a field with

to work and professionalism is what I

AC: Frankly speaking for a chef, passion

is very important to keep on learning

operate now. Open kitchens have

Sr. Executive Sous Chef,
Le Meridien Delhi

the need to discover my interests. I

look up to every day. I consider myself

is his success mantra. It is what drives

and tailoring ourselves to different

forced chef’s to change their behavior

developed an interest in the culinary

to be really fortunate to have him as

me through the day, from waking up in

domains. Key role is to stay calm and

and work methods.

world while growing up in a traditional

my mentor.

the morning to a sound sleep at night.

composed and ready to face any sort of

Today chefs have a great influence

With an experience
of over 25 years, Chef
Ashu Chugh has all the
elements of creativity
and originality required.
He has been associated
with many big chain of
hotels like TAJ, Carnival
Cruises, IHC and Saffron
Hospitality and has
a good exposure of
overseas market. He has
received many accolades
and recognition. He talks
to Incredible Chef
about his journey.

Punjabi family, where food was an

As far as my aspiration goes, I

Other factors such as being calm at all

hiccup. Only when a mind is calm can

outside and inside the kitchen. They

emotion rather than just a mere way

would like to be known as a culinary

times, being proactive and other traits

it derive a solution for any hindrance.

play a role in making the food system

of filling up our tummies. I used to

ambassador to the entire hospitality

of a gentleman help to be an elegant

Fortunately the job that I effectuate

more

accompany my family in preparing

industry. I want to be seen as a mentor

chef.

is what I immensely enjoy due to my

and connect produce to consumers.

those vast feasts prepared for any

or a guide to whosoever is interested

eminent passion.

Chefs have the power in sourcing

special occasion.

in walking on this paths.

While being inducted in to this

Q What advice would you like to

environmentally

sustainable,

products, serving food, and operating

give other chefs who aspire to join

Q

Chefs are the face of the

sustainably. It is safe to say that the

industry, I did not leave any stone

Q

the profession?

restaurant and have been the

position of the traditional chef has

unturned as I was intrigued to work

what are the challenges you face?

AC: The hospitality industry in India

driving force in the operations and

changed. This position has evolved

in all the areas of hospitality – be it as

AC:This industry is an ever evolving and

and globally as well is blooming. There

success thereof. Is there a fear

into a modern day food superhero that

a head chef at a 5 star deluxe hotel,

changing industry, one just needs to

does not seem to be a ceiling to its

of over exposure and resultant

influences the food industry and helps

a line cook in a cruise ship or as a

mould accordingly. Accepting change,

growth. Food plays a very pivotal role

complacency?

pave the way for fresh, young future

restaurateur. My career started with

then embracing the differences and

in this industry. With the growth of

AC: The role of a chef has become an

chefs.

the Taj Group of Hotels. Then I joined

shortcomings is a challenge in itself.

the industry it would require a strong

important part of many organizations.

manpower to support this growth. As

Culinary students are being taught

Q

a luxury cruise line and then was a

As a culinary professional,

A short script of all the day to day

Do you feel that Indian food

restaurateur for a few new brands in

challenges includes:

a chef his passion and fire are very

the art of guest interaction, how to

professionals are creating culinary

New Delhi before being appointed as

• Managing, leading a huge brigade

important for his role. It is quiet a

manage the kitchen, and how to enter

trends for the world to follow?

the Senior Executive Sous Chef of the

of chefs to work together and

demanding job and requires standing

the industry with a competitive edge.

Your thoughts please.

effectively.

long hours every day, an adequate

Chefs are the face of their restaurants.

AC: Indian food had always influenced

During my culinary journey so far,

• Embracing new trends as well as

amount of stamina is necessary. But

They now take the time to walk

all cuisines all over the world. It may

I have had the opportunity to serve

changes according to the guests and

this industry promises an opportunity

through their restaurant and engage

be due to its ancient roots, balance in

world leaders like George. W. Bush

the industry as a whole.

to roam the world.

with guests. Allowing the guests to

nutrients and flavor or the variety of

Le Meridien, New Delhi.

(former American Presidents), Prince

• To outsource different ingredients

give their feedback and share their

ingredients used. The ingredients that

Charles, Bill Clinton among many other

as per to the ever changing taste of

Q

most

love of food with them. Talking to a

were used in our classical recipes in

dignitaries of India. I have catered to

customers.

inspiring guest for you? What

guest directly is a more transparent

the past is becoming a trend setter for

Who

has

been

the

almost all the ambassadors of foreign

• To train the staff to maintain an

made it special?

way of communication to understand

our current taste buds today. It could

nations in India and perhaps served

acceptable level of cost of the food

AC: Our team with the Taj Group

them.

be simple ingredients such as wheat

ingredients.

the entire film fraternity.
Q Who has been your inspiration
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What has been your success

of Hotels, had the chance to serve

The trend of open kitchens has

pearls or it be the extravagant list of

• To make sure that a dish is being

Princess Diana. She was very pleased

been sweeping global cities across

dry spices that were used are now

prepared with the same consistency

with the food and came to thank

the world. These kitchens allow chefs

being used widely.
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Eau De Monsoon lead by Chef

generally done to alter the preferences

in controlled environment to slow

Davinder Kumar, other professionals

of its outcome. It may be done to

down its putrefying process. Using

like Chef Gaggan Anand and Chef

accommodate a guest with an allergy

leftover food is a very big challenge.

Manish

to a particular ingredient or to simply

Having tie-up with organizations who

enhance its shelf life.

will utilize this on a non profitable way

Mehrotra

are

presenting

Indian cuisine with an edge. These are
ways to present Indian Cuisine for the
world to perceive them better.
Indian

food

is

very

Ingredient substitution is always a
good way to take aboard customers

becomes very beneficial for both the
parties.

balanced

with allergies. In my opinion they

in view of the benefits of all the

should not be left out of what they

Q

ingredients used. Each and every

could have due to their allergy.

Do your taste buds favor any

What is your favorite food?

particular region of India for their

dish is designed accordingly. With the

It is as a building block for the new

scientific advances now the world is

chefs nowadays. They are doing really

culinary prowess?

able to see what our ancestors were

great innovations with it too. Looking

AC: South Indian cuisine offers the

capable of. The medical benefits of all

at this with a different perspective

most balanced meal in the world. Even

the ingredients used in our cuisine are

actually it is quite inspiring to know all

Actor Anil Kapoor says maybe south

very numerous. Many of our leading

the possibilities of it.

Indian food is his secret behind his
ageless look.

chefs have taken up the responsibility
to cater to all kinds of guests all over

Q

the world. They may alter the balance

restaurants and hotels are coping

Q What is the one place which

of the dish in order to mould to their

with food wastage? What needs to

you would travel to, just for the

taste buds but the quintessential dish

be done to curb this loss?

food and experience? Why?

stays as it is.

AC: Food wastage is a very vast subject

AC: Japanese cuisine has always

and an important problem that is faced

fascinated me. They process the food

Q What are your views on the use

and needs to be addressed on a day

as little as possible and the ingredients

of alternative ingredients in the

to day basis. It can only be controlled

used are always very fresh and raw.

kitchen?

with proper monitoring and training.

Talking about the country it comprises

AC: Use of alternative ingredients

Standard recipes need to be followed.

of just islands which in itself is a

or ingredient substitution is a very

Food has a shelf life and needs to be

motive for me to visit the land of the

common practice nowadays. It is

treated that way. Food has to be stored

rising sun.

How

do

you

feel

your

PISTACHO CRUSTED ROAST LAMB CHOPS SCOTTADITO, PUMPKIN RISOTTO
GALLET, PEAR AND BLACK PEPPER CORN SAUCE
Quantity

Ingreidents

Lamb Chops
8 no
Marination:
Olive Oil
2 tbsp
Rosemary
Salt&pepper
Poached Pear & Pepper Corn Sauce:
Red wine vinegar
40 ml
Pears (peeled)
2 no
Brown Sugar
80 gm
Water
60 ml
Salt
to taste
Crushed Black Pepper
For seasoning

Pumpkin& Risotto Gallet:
Olive Oil
Onion Chopped
White wine
Risotto
Pumpkin Dice
Vegetable Stock
Salt
Parmesan Cheese
Hard Butter
Carrot Spears
Asparagus Spears
Zucchini Ribonns
Crushed Pistacho& Herbs

2 tbsp
2 tsp
30 ml
60 gm
40 gm
As required
To taste
15 gm
10 gm
8 no
8 no
8-9 no
50 gm

Method:
1. Wash, Clean and marinate the lamb chops with olive oil, rosemary, salt, pepper and leave it for 2-3 minutes.
2. Scoops out the pears with melon scooper, place the heavy bottom pan on heat put red wine vinegar, scooped pears, brown sugar, water
bring in to boil, reduce the heat by Half and cook down until liquid reduced, adjust seasoning and blend with blender Until smooth.
3. Roast the lamb chops in pre-heated oven 220’c for 5-10 minutes or until cooked.
4. Meanwhile prepare pumpkin risotto gallet, heat oil in a pan put onions sauté it, then add White wine, reduce it stir in Risotto cook it with
wine, add Pumpkin, stock and cook for 3-5 minutes Adjust seasoning; finish with parmesan and hard butter.
5. Toss the vegetables in butter and seasoned with salt& pepper.
7. Remove the lamb chops from the oven crust with pistacho herb. Reheat the sauce.
8. Arrange the pumpkin risotto gallet,lamb chops, Butter glaze vegetable, arrange in a serving plate, garnish with micro greens and serve hot.
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We at Hospitality First are delighted with the continued
association that we share with the premier chef organisation Indian Culinary Forum, in staging Culinary Art India - 14th edition,
the industry's most premier and biggest Chef Challenge in the
industry. Culinary Art India has today become an integral part of
AAHAR, South Asia's Biggest Hospitality & Food Fair. Culinary
Art India is the most sought after and looked up to event by the
chef fraternity as well as foodservice companies targeting the
Chef community. Over 350 chefs participated from top hotels and
PRADEEP GOPALAN
Director – Hospitality First restaurants of India and were judged by a jury led by industry
luminary, Chef Satish Arora as Head Jury and senior chefs from
Indian Culinary Forum. The event culminated in a Grand Awards Ceremony followed by
Cocktail Dinner function for sponsors, winners and the chef fraternity.

Flashback: Culinary Art India 2019

K

nown for its thrilling competition
among chefs, 14th Culinary Art

India Award, India's biggest

Culinary Challenge, was organised by
Indian Culinary Forum (ICF) at Pragati
Maidan, New Delhi. The event was

experiences.

organised by Indian Culinary Forum

standards.

ICF

will

constantly

and Hospitality First in association

Chef Davinder Kumar, President,

with ITOP along with the International

Indian Culinary Forum said, “It gives

and

Food and Hospitality Fair. The winners

me immense pleasure to organize the

to encourage the betterment of

of the 4-day culinary competition were

14th Culinary Art India, a professional

the culinary profession in setting

bestowed with awards in the presence

culinary challenge where chefs were

new benchmarks in the hospitality

of Chief Guest, Vijay Wanchoo, Sr. Vice

given a platform to demonstrate

industry.”

President, The Imperial Hotel among

their culinary skills as well as help

other

them improve to meet international

top-notch

names

from

the

largest Culinary Challenge.
The 4-day culinary competition

Top Award winners of 14th Culinary Art India:
●

3 - Tier Wedding Cake: Mohammed Afzal- Radisson Mbd Noida – Gold

saw more than 300 Chefs from around

●

Artistic Pastry Showpiece: Indrapal Singh- The Oberoi – Silver

India

culinary

●

Artistic Bakery Showpiece: Mukkaram Nabi - Radisson Mbd Noida – Gold

expertise through chocolates, cakes,

●

vegetables

Chef

Vivek

our

commitment

Saggar,

General

Secretary of Indian Culinary Forum
from a competition venue to an

Delhi's Le Meridien Hotel won the
maximum number of awards at India's

fruits,

continue

said, “Culinary Art India has evolved

culinary fraternity.

showcasing

thrive to bring our fraternity closer

their
and

everything

 ruit & Vegetable Carving: Rakshith A - Chennais Amirta Iihm, Bangalore –
F
Silver, Jitender- The Ashok Hotel – Silver

that’s edible, out of which total 142

●

Plated Appetisers: Nitesh - Le Meridien - Gold

chefs won the Gold, Silver and Bronze

●

Petit Four Or Pralines: Deepti D Arengh - Radisson Mbd Noida – Gold

medals for their culinary excellence.

●

The objective of the competition is to
establish an opportunity for the senior

●

and apprentice chefs across India to
display their individual and combined
skills, creative talent, learn and share

●

●

 - Course Set Dinner Menu: Harish Prasad-Lemon Tree Hotel- Gold, Deepak3
Le-Meridien- Gold With Distinction
 lated Desserts - Student Category- Nikhil Bhatia –Iica-Gold, Hrithik Ahuja
P
- Indian Hotel Academy –Gold, Professional's Category- Mohit KainturaDouble Tree By Hilton- Gold, Rishabh- Le Meridien- Gold With Distinction
(Prize)

educational platform for chefs to
learn exchange and showcase their
culinary skills and a formal judging
as per international standards. This
year saw close to 300 participants
from not only NCR but from other
northern, western & southern states
as well. 14th CAI 2019 was bigger
and better with introduction of newly
added

categories

to

encourage

budding chefs and identification of
many star chefs in the making who
got more opportunities to compete
and win.”

 uthentic Indian Regional Cuisine: Lukesh Bajaj- Radisson Blu, Paschim
A
Vihar- Gold (Prize)

Contemporary Sushi Platter: Alok Mishra- Trident, Gurgaon- Silver, Rudra
Prasad Pradhan- The Claridges, New Delhi- Silver

●

Mocktails Competition: Kuber Chawla- Crown Plaza, Rohini- Gold, Dungar
Singh-Radisson Mbd Noida- Gold, Pathikrit Sarkar- Ihm Pusa- Gold, Vaidehi
Gupta- Ihm Pusa- Gold (Prize)

●

Live Cooking Competition (1 hour 30 minutes): Tulsi Magar- Country Inn and
Suites, Sahibabad - Gold (Prize)

●

●

Live Cooking Competition (45 min RICE dish): Gaurav Maity-The Oberoi
Gurgaon- Gold

Enthusiastic Hobby Cooks: Angad Singh Rana- IHM Pusa – Gold, Sonam
Gupta - IICA- Gold, Chirag Gurmukhani - BCIHMCT- Gold
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Indian Hospitality
9th Hospitality Purchasing Managers' Forum Convention Successfully Held At Kochi

Procurement Takes Centre Stage
Building Council) and is considered to be a one of its kind initiative
undertaken by any professional body.
The three-days activities saw delegates visiting old heritage
monuments like Fort Kochi, with the opening night welcome dinner and
entertainment at the unique venue of a heritage railway station serving
authentic Kerala cuisine. After HPMF held the first-ever commercial
event at the 76-year-old Cochin Harbour Terminus at Willington Island
in Kochi, the venue has now become a sought after destination for
events in Kochi and a non-fare revenue stream for the railways.
The second day of the convention started with delegates taking
blessings from by visiting Shri Ayappa Temple and having breakfast
at the temple. After a day filled with meaningful deliberations and
B2B meetings, the evening was reserved for a formal sit down event
hosting the Awards.

H

ospitality Purchasing Managers’ Forum (HPMF),

40 vendors in attendance, the scheduled B2B meetings

a not for profit association of purchase managers

were extremely beneficial for all the participants.

Day three, besides having sessions on topics like Understanding
the History and Future of Networks and other business sessions and

representing the hospitality industry, recently

The inaugural address of the convention was made by

B2B meetings saw the presentation of a specially crafted local lunch

concluded its 9th Annual Convention in Kochi along with

Jose Dominic, Founder Chairman of CGH Group in presence

served in the unique style on banana leaves to give an authentic

the 7th Annual Procurement Excellence Awards. With

of Mohan Deshpande, Chairman, HPMF; Nitin Nargale,

Kerala experience to participants. Kumbalangi Village was the venue

an attendance of over 250 delegates from across India

Founder & General Secretary of HPMF and other dignitaries.

for entertainment and village-style dinner on the final day of the

and neighbouring nations of Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka,

During his inaugural address, Dominic said, “It is time that

convention. The experience and exposure to local art, culture and

Bangladesh and UAE, the convention was a grand success.

the purchase managers looked beyond the lowest price and

cuisine was experienced and well appreciated by all the delegates.

The three-day convention, held at the Grand Hyatt

best quality and strive to look for excellence for enterprises,

On the last day of the convention, a snake boat competition was

destinations and the local community.”

organised amongst the delegates which was an experience which

Kochi Bolgatty, was planned in such a way that Kerala got
back its focus after a rather difficult last year. The event

Nitin Nagrale, while addressing the gathering said,

was scheduled in a manner to offer delegates a mix of

“HPMF today has over 2600 members from India and the

business, knowledge sharing (including discussions and

neighbouring countries. We would like to encourage green

presentations from industry experts) and entertainment

initiatives and infuse the make in India campaign into

showcased in the exceptional locations of Kerala – God’s

hospitality procurement. We urge our partners to support

Own Country – highlighting their cultural ethos. With over

this initiative and instead of buying Indian artefacts from
China, we can source them from the local market and
support the local industry.”

We all have heard of "Out of
the Box" thinking but here
at HPMF event in Kochi, we
have see live example of the
same. Be it having a blast
at Railway station or snake
boat experience, this is
something which as a tourist
one can never enjoy. The list
of such experiences is long.
Thank you Team HPMF for
hosting us so wonderfully.
- Chef VIvek Saggar
General Secretary, Indian Culinary Forum

After its successful editions in Varanasi, Jodhpur and
Bhubaneswar, the convention and awards this year was
focused on the Navratnas of Indian sports who brought
laureates to the country through their individual skills in
respective sports.
During the convention HPMF launched the mobile version
of their website which would ensure easier connectivity and
information exchange amongst procurement managers
and suppliers. The unique feature of the site helps every
buyer who is connected on the website.
HPMF also announced the launch of Global Sustainability
Council which would be headed by Mala Singh as the
Chairperson. The council for green initiatives for HPMF

most of the delegates would cherish.

HPMF 9th Annual Convention and
Awards, is one of the prestigious
awards for the hospitality purchase
managers organized annually. A
relatively young forum, just 9 years
old, has taken the event organizing and
management skills to the great heights.
The success of the organization is
its teamwork, humbleness and the
culture of hospitality in each members
of the team. At the same time, they
are a bunch of thorough professionals
working as an organization in
harmony. Out of box thinking of the intellectuals in their team
has created a memorable event. Honouring the star achievers
in various fields and creating a atmosphere of unity and
brotherhood among people at large are some of the positive
traits which come out of the gathering. Our good wishes to the
HPMF team for their future endeavours.
- Chef Vinod Bhati
Treasurer, Indian Culinary Forum

The HPMF’s 9th
Annual Convention
and Awards 2019,
held at Kochi from
the 10th to the
13th of October
showcased
our
fraternity and its
achievements
in a unique way
that wowed every
delegate
and
participant. It has been one of our more
successful events. Right from the moment
the delegates stepped out of their aircrafts,
they were presented with a Kerala no one
has ever experienced before. The tour of
Fort Kochi, showcasing of the art forms of
Kerala, an old railway station brought to
life (first ever organisation to hold such an
event in India) were all eye opening and
highly appreciated. The couple of days that
followed were packed with Informative
programs, penetrating panel discussions
and scintillating entertainment. The award
function on the second day, highlighted the
achievements of the best amongst us for
2019 and also we honoured 9 sportspersons
who have represented India and won many
international and national accolades. We
showcased 9 dance forms of Kerala also.
The evening at the Kumbalangi village was
a night to remember, when we converted the
place into a humming village square with
various crafts and arts. The event concluded
with a snake boat race with all delegates
participating – a never to be forgotten
experience.
As an Advisory Board Member and active
part of the organising team, I am proud and
happy that we were able to pull off such a
humongous event with elan. All our hard
work came to fruition when we received
high praise from everyone and also the
local media. Now we look forward to next
year’s event – to be held in Dubai on our 10th
Anniversary. You can rest assured that it will
be bigger, better and more awe inspiring of
them all.
- Jaideep Gupta
Director, Aanyah Management (Hospitality
Consultant) & Advisory Board Member, HPMF

has been formed in association with IGBC (Indian Green
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21 Century Culinary Education
st

Theme-Based Learning

limited to classrooms, textbooks or

requirement and working on it. It helps

self-regulating lifelong learning.

lectures. Theme based curriculum is

the students understand the needs in
day to day life.

The traditional education system

focused on dealing with the students

has been paying attention on providing

and create the interest in topic instead

knowledge to the students with focus

of just giving out a lecture. Student

of

on

and

based learning is completely focused

around the topic helps in learning to

traditional

recipe

books

on understanding the perception with

become more appropriate for culinary

real life experiments and applications.

students.

dramatically

of

education system to make it fun

like health issues, ingredients, etc. or

Theme based education is focused on

1) More excitement to learn and

both teachers and students. The four

and interactive is the most accepted

implementation of these theories in real

making culinary students aware of the

teach using a theme: Excitement is

C’s making 21st century education

changes

the

role

approach to keeping young budding

life. That is the reason many industry

the key ingredient in learning. If the

include - critical thinking, creativity,

chefs interested in culinary education.

experts have develop the theme based

students are excited and happy, they

collaboration and communication.

While the traditional methods of

culinary education system.

were

Theme based culinary education is

how the brain works and the psychology

effective at one point, but according to

focused on inspiring the students and

of learning illustrates that is a process

changes in the industry environment,

providing it a space to create, rather

of incorporation. Then students are

institutions have created interactive

than simply repeat what is already

able to understand how facts and

education

student

known to the world or in tradition.

ideas connect with each other across

centered or theme based learning a

For this reason different inventions

the theme. In this process, learners

necessity. This works extremely well

and discoveries are accredited to

are constructing the meaning when

compared to traditional education.

theme based learning. The traditional

teaching

culinary

system

students

-

like

they are able to communicate that

Due to specialisation in modern

education system runs on a set of

meaning, the learning is reinforced.

culinary career and at the same time,

strict rules, while this convey the

The theme based education creates an

interdisciplinary

of

theories perfectly, it does not provide

environment where students obtain a

different disciplines, detailed coaching

any scope for expansion or out of the

taste for lifelong learning. Resulting

of the various cuisines measures

box thinking.

connections

within the scope of the culinary

Theme based education focuses

courses. Culinary schools can only

more on doing different experiments

sprouting

over

period

and become more interested in further

give the budding chefs a beginning for

and activities with innovations to

of

through

various

learning. That’s why theme based

lifelong learning so that training and

understand it rather than read and

education is so effective.

professional development should be

learn about it in classroom or in library

seen as continuity. The development of

to make it simple. Students begin their

reputed intuitions in India, now we
have reached a stage where culinary

areas

to the current practical issues of diners

how and what concepts they study

C

curriculum

numbers, and very little value is given

in deeper involvement of students in
the

incorporating

technology. Upgrading the culinary

ulinary education has been
time

Theme based learning or practice

of teaching. Theme based education

Theme based learning is research,

By Chef Madan Lal

gaining importance as the scaffold for

The traditional paper and pen

education is no longer restricted to

method

traditional recipe books, kitchen and

students

classrooms only. One of the most

developments

to
is

educate

the

lacking
in

food

“For some teachers it
is tough to take that
jump, but with helpful
colleagues and a
compassionate system
they can quickly learn
to fly and so do the
learning, and even
if the arrangement
is not encouraging,
teachers can try it out
in their own little ways.
Trainers find the fun and
the success in the field
and then initiate flying
the flag for the magical
teaching and learning.”

are confident, and same about the
teachers. This magic makes teaching
and

learning

so

much

effective,

students will be inspired and become
wider-thinking.
2) Curiosity to motivate learning:
A

student

finds

something

very

interesting, they want to know more
about it and then they start collecting
information, innovations and ideas
with the crush, the learner finds out its
source, the geography of its cuisine,
silent features and requirements They
investigate its richness, create its
recipes, and find out more, investigate
in books, magazines and on the
internet.
3) Educator’s evolution to being
facilitators of learning: The cooking
educators are no longer source of

self-regulating learning skills, critical

learning to create the requirement of

the

thinking and an education oriented

the guest and feed them according to

amount of learning is from the outside

industry

customs of contest are increasingly

requirement as their lessons are not

world and learnt from homework, as

culinary

with

facts copied from the board. Ample

innovative curriculums, gaining much

a substitute, because the boundaries

popularity in the recent times is the

of investigation are far wider than the

theme

teachers can predict.

based

culinary

education.

Try to recall olden days where food

4) Teachers and students learning:

was cooked at home with limited

With theme based learning, students

ingredients and everyone had food

are thinking for own projects, following

together. But now, due to globalisation

the thread of a theme to explore and

and busy schedule, diners have so

discover more and to make it superior.

many options to eat. Furthermore, due

It gives them a taste of moving from

to online availability of ingredients

one related topic to another related

from foreign country at our door step,

points and one solution to another.

culinary students have to think out
of the box to attract guests toward

(The author is Master Trainer in Food

food. To meet these requirements,

Production at World Class Skill Centre in

culinary schools are changing the way

Jhandewalan, New Delhi)
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AGF to introduce Currymia

ready to eat meat products

Determined to create a better meat market in India

R

eady-to-eat
meat
product
brand, Currymia has recently
announced the launch of its
ready to eat products in the markets of
Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Bengaluru
and Chennai. The product range,
positioned in the premium quality,
will be available at major retail stores
across these cities. Along with the
new product launch, the company Ahmednagar District Goat Rearing and
Processing Cooperative Federation
Limited (AGF), owning company of the
Currymia brand, will also focus on the
HoReCa market across the country.
The product range under the ready
to eat segment of Currymia includes:
Keema Samosa
Keema Paratha
Shami Kabab
Haleem ke Kabab
Keema Muttar Curry
Mutton Masala Curry
Palak Mutton Curry
Mutton biryani
Mutton Seekh kabab
The existing raw frozen meat of
the company are available in mutton
cubes and mince form.
Under the brand name Currymia,
today AGF is a supplier of frozen meat
and ready to eat items, to institutions
across the country and also in the
international markets. Headed by
Ashok Rangnath Kale as its Founding
Chairman and supported by his wife
Minal Kale as the CEO, along with their
team, the company has been tirelessly
working
towards
changing
the
landscape of selling goat and sheep
meat in the Indian market.
The current scenario of sheep and
goat meat production and sale in India,
growing at an annual rate of 20 per cent,
is largely dominated by unorganized
butcheries. From the consumers’
perspective, this largely unmonitored
and completely unorganized sector
68 | Incredible Chef | October 2019

Mr Ashok & Mrs Minal Kale

Chef Manoj Rai,
Brand Ambassarod, Currymia

of selling sheep and goat meat leaves
much more to be desired. Starting with
unawareness of health checks of animals
– thereby selling the meat of animals
which are not fit for consumption,
the current industry status is marred
by non-existent hygiene standards at
the place of butchery, and negligible
reporting pattern for tracing the meat
back to its farm.
Supporting the goat and sheep
rearers, the cooperative federation,
with Mr. Kale’s perseverance, has
its own modern abattoir and meat
processing plant in Ahmednagar,
Maharashtra.
The
state-of-the-art
modern-day plant is one of India’s
best and has been set-up by inducting
plant and machinery imported from
Spain. AGF plant in Ahmednagar is
an ISO 22000 (2005), HACCP, FSSAI,

NSF, HALAL, ISO 9001:2015 certified
abattoir. The plant, with a capacity
of slaughtering 200 sheep/goat per
hour, adheres to EU norms and is
strategically planned to ensure that it
is a zero effluent plant.
The management has taken it upon
themselves to educate the masses
about the perils of unhygienic meat and
benefits associated with consuming
meat which comes from hygienic
environments. As an initiative, AGF
officials are inviting food professionals
and chefs from across verticals to
visit their plant and understand the
difference between the street side
meat vendor supplies and those from
a state-of-the-art plant.
“Besides ensuring that the product
that we offer is of the best quality,
what we as a brand thrive on is
effective supply chain management.
Our produce, from the stage of goat/
sheep coming in from the farm, up
till the final packaging and delivery to
the respective place of consumption
is well monitored and strategically
planned. Even our exports are made
by stuffing and sealing the container
at the plant so that an entire container
load is supplied, ensuring zero chances
of gathering any infections during
transit,” added Mr Kale.
Hygiene and health safety are the
main aspects which AGF takes very
seriously. Besides ensuring that all
the necessary licenses and affiliations
guaranteeing food safety are adhered
to, the management on a regular basis
gets involved in scrutinizing the place
and creating awareness amongst the
staff members for maintaining hygiene
standards.

In Focus

Healthy Food

For A Healthy

W

ith a focus on filling the

India
children and women.

gap of malnutrition among

“The nutritional values of these

children and woman, Chef

products have been tested to measure

Abhiru Biswas has taken the initiative

up to the dietary requirement of the

to develop food which is convenient,

specific target market,” explained Chef

cost-effective making it affordable and

Biswas while talking about the benefits

has the right volumes of nutritional

of this new range of products.

values. The problems of calcium, iron

Keeping the target customers in

and proteins deficiency has been a

mind, the USP of these products is

matter of grave concern, more evident

its selling price. Keeping focus on the

in the lower strata of the society who

product affordability of the product, it

have been unable to afford a regular

has been developed keeping the low

healthy diet, in both urban and rural

price of the finished product in mind.

areas. The advent of this new product

At Rs 2 per laddu, which makes up for

range would tackle generic deficiency

a complete meal taking care of all the

problems like lack of Calcium for
children, Iron for pregnant woman and

Chef Abhiru Biswas

proteins and vitamins for teenagers.
Chef

Abhiru

Biswas,

dietary requirements of the child, the
product can be easily afforded. The
product is already being distributed

Founder

through the mid-day meal plan at

AB Hospitality & Consulting, while

and cakes make using dates and plum

various schools and organisations in

explaining the reason behind the

with sesame seeds oil which will take

Gujarat.

initiative said, “We chefs need to

care of the dietary requirements for

“Plan is to make it a product which

contribute to our society to curate and

the nation can go to for fulfilling the

create food which is meant to heal."

dietary

Using farm fresh cereals and puffed

requirement

of

a

healthy

India and also at the same time keep

grains, Chef Biswas has developed

the

a nutritional protein and vitamin

reiterated Chef Biswas.

entire

process

cost-effective,”

health bar which would provide the

The product has been developed

necessary proteins and vitamins for a

by Chef Biswas in association with

day on consumption to the teenager.

Nivedh Healthy Foundation of Gujarat.

Likewise, he has also developed a

Post successful testing of the same,

sweet and savoury local regional

now the next step is to get into

flavour ladoo made of Ajwain and

industrial production of the same and

Bhakhari wrapped in organic jaggery;

supply it pan India.
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